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Director’s report
2014 kicked off with COFS hosting the 8th
International Conference on Physical Modelling in
Geotechnics and concluded with hosting the 7th
International Conference on Scour and Erosion.
Both of these are of the International Society of Soil
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering conferences
series, with sponsorship from ISSMGE Technical
Committees 104 and 213 respectively. Both were raging
successes each with over 100 delegates attending.
Bookending our year with major conferences certainly took
immense dedication from the staff, and special thanks
go to conference chairs Christophe Gaudin (ICPMG) and
Liang Cheng and Scott Draper (ICSE), as well as Monica
Mackman and the entire COFS team for their tireless work
that ensured these successful events.
In between much was achieved.
In October, we were pleased to announce the establishment
of the Fugro Chair in Geotechnics and three Fugro PhD
scholarships. The aim of the Chair is to address key
questions related to design and performance within the
field of offshore geotechnics, reducing risk and enhancing
engineering design in the offshore sector. With this
mission, UWA and Fugro were delighted to announce Mark
Randolph as the inaugural Fugro Chair at a ceremony in the
UWA Vice-Chancellery in December.
In accepting the positon, Mark underlined how as Fugro
Chair he will work to not only strengthen COFS’ long
standing partnership with Fugro Advanced Geomechanics
in Perth, but to open new avenues of research and
developments with the broader Fugro group. Details of the
new Fugro Chair in Geotechnics are provided in a special
feature of this annual report.

COFS continues as a leading contributor to the Australian
Research Council (ARC) Centre of Excellence for
Geotechnical Science and Engineering (CGSE). In 2014
the ARC conducted a mid-term review of the CGSE.
Special thanks go to Scott Sloan and Kirstin Dunncliff for
coordinating the submission, and to all who contributed
to its drafting. During the ARC review panel’s site visit
to the University of Newcastle campus, interviews with
the Directors, key researchers, industry stakeholders,
administration team and PhD students were conducted.
The ARC report proved an early Christmas present to all
involved in the CGSE as they complimented us on our
innovative research programs, on developing the National
Soft Clay Testing Facility at Ballina, for establishing a
supportive and high-quality training environment and for
our strong engagement with industry. Thanks to all who
participated, but especially PhD students Fillippo Gaone
and Wensong Zhang, who epitomised the review panel’s
opinion that the “CGSE student cohort were talented,
articulate and of high quality”. With the mid-term review
behind us we look forward to building an even stronger
CGSE over the coming years.
With that in mind our University of Newcastle colleagues
hosted the 5th annual CGSE conference at Port Stephens
in December. With over 100 attendees it proved another
stimulating opportunity to present our latest research
outcomes and to build collaborative plans. The workshop
included a highly successful 3-minute thesis competition
amongst the PhD students and mini-workshops on
industry impact, Ballina testing site and geotechnical risk.
International guest, Professor Guy Houlsby of Oxford
University, presented an abridged version of his 54th
Rankine Lecture.
Another highlight of 2014 was the highly successful 3rd
Lloyd’s Register Foundation Oration, Australia. This year
we showcased COFS researchers funded by the Lloyd’s
Register Foundation, with Britta Bienen, Scott Draper,
Xiaowei Feng, Simon Leckie, Colm O’Beirne and Sam
Stanier presenting their contributions to unlocking energy
resources offshore and in solving engineering challenges
from renewables to deepwater.
The oration was held at the University Club. Over 130 industry
and academic guests enjoyed the revamped format and
the alfresco dinner that followed on what was a gorgeous
November evening. Thanks to all who attended and to Jeff
Baker from the Lloyd’s Register Group for speaking on the
Foundation’s recently released strategic plan.

Mark Randolph and Phil Watson (Fugro AG).
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COFS continues to service the offshore industry in building
more economic and safer developments. During 2014, soil
characterisation tests were conducted for clients Advanced
Geomechanics, FMG, Fugro AG, GHD, Infratech, Rio Tinto,
SRK Consulting, Technip, Trilab, Wave International and

LRF Oration presenters L-R Sam Stanier, Britta Bienen, Simon Leckie, Xiaowei Feng, Scott Draper and Colm O’Beirne.

Woodside. This was complemented by testing for Iluka
Resources and Technip in our centrifuges and testing for
Atteris, Chevron, Fugro, Subcon, Technip and Woodside in
the O-Tubes. The contribution that the O-Tube has made
in reducing the cost of building Australia’s new offshore
pipeline infrastructure, and extending the life of existing
pipelines, was again recognised with the award of the 2014
Australasian Industrial Research Group Medal.
In another example of our impact on industrial practice
in 2014, UWA signed a licencing agreement with Vryhof
Anchors for commercial use of the Dynamically Embedded
PLate Anchor (DEPLA). The DEPLA was developed at
COFS and provides the advantage of cheaper fabrication,
simple installation and significant vertical loading capacity
for deep water anchoring. In recognition of his leading
role in developing the DEPLA technology our Centrifuge
Manager Conleth O’Loughlin was one of five finalists in the
2014 Australian-Shell Innovation Challenge.
The many achievements of COFS’ academics continue to
be recognised both within UWA and internationally in our
geotechnical community.
Congratulations to Dong Wang and Scott Draper for their
promotion to Senior Research Fellow and Senior Lecturer
respectively, to Susan Gourvenec for receiving one of
the inaugural Vice-Chancellor’s Mid-Career Research
Excellence Awards and to Wenhua Zhao and Shiaohuey
Chow for their 2014 UWA Early Career Best Publication
awards. COFS continues to find support within the highly
competitive Australian Research Council Discovery, Linkage
and LIEF schemes, with congratulations to Shazzad
Hossain, Antonio Carraro, Christophe Gaudin, Conleth
O’Loughlin and Scott Draper for being awarded grants
in 2014.
Three of our papers received international awards.
Former COFS PhD student and now Fugro Advanced
Geomechanics engineer Kok Kuen Lee is congratulated
for receiving the 2014 David Hislop award from the Institute
of Civil Engineers in the UK. His paper, published in
Géotechnique with the two Marks, provides a new analytical
method that for the first time takes into account the stress
level and dilatant response of sand in the prediction of
peak “punch-through” capacity of a penetrating spudcan at
sand-over-clay sites. The David Hislop award is presented
to the best paper in offshore engineering from all ICE
journals. Former students Zack Westgate (now with Fugro

Geoconsulting in Houston) and Divya Mana were also the
lead authors in papers awarded the RM Quigley Award (for
best paper published in the Canadian Geotechnical Journal)
and the RM Quigley Honourable Mention (for runner up
paper) respectively. These papers were co-authored by
Mark Randolph, David White and Susan Gourvenec.
Other COFS student successes include Colm O’Beirne
winning the Best Poster Award at the National Workshop
on Transport and Energy Infrastructure, Michael Cocjin’s
Best Presentation Award at the UWA Ocean Institute
Postgraduate conference, John Morton’s barnstorming win
of the three-minute thesis competition of the ARC Centre
of Excellence for Geotechnical Science and Engineering.
Xiaojun Li, Jingbin Zheng and Simon Leckie were also being
awarded top-up scholarships from industrial organisations,
the Australia-China Natural Gas Technology Partnership
Fund and the Society of Underwater Technology.
Congratulations to all.
Shinji Taenaka and Yue Yan are also congratulated for
successfully completing their PhD theses in 2014.
I trust you will enjoy the highlights presented in our 18th
Annual Report. We look forward to continuing to service the
offshore oil, gas and renewable energy industries in 2015.

Mark Cassidy
Director, Centre for Offshore Foundation Systems
Australian Research Council Laureate Fellow
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Organisation structure
Director and
Deputy Director

Management Committee

Technical Support
Geotechnical Testing
Laboratory Manager

Executive
Assistant/
Administrative
Officer

Centrifuge Manager

Chief Technicians (Centrifuge)
Senior Technician (Workshop)

Senior Engineer
(Soils)

Chief Engineer (Electronic)

Administrative
Officer

Senior Technicians (Electronic)
Electronic Engineer

Administrative
Assistant

Business Manager

Administrative
Officer

Accounts Officer

Purchasing
Officer

Senior Technicians (Soils)
Technicians (Soils)

Offshore Sediments
ÌÌGeoRisk
ÌÌNumerical

Modelling
ÌÌPhysical Moddeling

Offshore Geohazards
and Seabed Mobility
ÌÌGeoRisk
ÌÌNumerical

Modelling
ÌÌPhysical Moddeling

Offshore Foundation Systems
ÌÌGeoRisk
ÌÌNumerical
ÌÌPhysical

Modelling
Moddeling

Offshore Engineering
Science
ÌÌGeoRisk
ÌÌNumerical
ÌÌPhysical

Modelling
Moddeling

Management Committee
The Management Committee is chaired by the Director
and membership consists of the Deputy Director, Business
Manager, leaders of the research streams, the postgraduate
co-ordinator and a senior academic in the Geomechanics
discipline within the School of Civil, Environmental

and Mining Engineering. The terms of reference of the
Management Committee are:
ÌÌ to formulate long term strategies;
ÌÌ to review the progress of scientific objectives; and
ÌÌ to maintain budgetary targets.
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Ms Wei Sun
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Dr Britta Bienen
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Mr Mike Turner
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Dr Scott Draper
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Chief Technician (Beam
Centrifuge)
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Chief Technician (Drum Centrifuge)
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Senior Technician (Centrifuges)
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COFS, Advanced Geomechanics and Fugro
– Decades of Trusting Collaboration
The launch of the Fugro Chair in Geotechnics at
COFS in 2014 creates a new era in the productive
collaboration between COFS, Advanced Geomechanics
and Fugro. Let’s recap the first 20 years:

Geomechanics Group in the remedial work for North Rankin
A and Goodwyn. Mohamed was assisted by a second fulltime Director, Paul Hefer, who is still actively involved as a
consultant in WA’s offshore industry.

The early years

Mohamed championed the initial industry funding that
enabled the Geomechanics Group to grow as Mark
established the team. Funding for the PhD studies of Steve
Neubecker and Ian Finnie, who later became Directors of
AG, stemmed from a vision shared by Mark and Mohamed.
They believed that fostering links between practitioners
and academics is essential to ensure the technical health
of the offshore industry, and to maximise the relevance
and impact of university research. Steve became AG’s first
employee on completion of his Woodside-funded PhD on
drag anchors.

Advanced Geomechanics (“AG”) was established in 1994,
three years before COFS began, in the wake of severe
geotechnical challenges arising from early developments
on the North-West Shelf of Australia. These challenges
stemmed from the unexpected foundation behaviour
encountered for the first two large manned offshore
platforms at North Rankin and Goodwyn, and the issues
have been well documented over the years. Each project
required hundreds of millions of dollars in remedial work to
bring the platforms to a final certified condition, and caused
lengthy delays to production schedules - although the end
result was platforms that still remain vital for the industry
today. Much was learned as a result of these projects.
The human expertise and the unique facilities that grew
up in Western Australia at that time have been sustained
and enlarged to make Perth a global centre of excellence
in offshore geotechnics – with UWA spearheading this
growth in academia and Advanced Geomechanics leading
it in practice.
The Centre for Offshore Foundation Systems was created
as an ARC Special Research Centre in 1997. Central to the
development of both organisations was Professor Mark
Randolph who was the first Director of COFS as well as a
founding Director of AG, along with Professors Martin Fahey
and Richard Jewell of UWA. AG’s Managing Director from
the outset and until his retirement in 2008 was Dr Mohamed
Khorshid, who was previously Woodside’s Engineering
Manager and had worked closely with Mark since the
mid-1980s. This included engaging Mark and UWA’s

“Fugro has always been at the cutting edge of
research and development. Our collaboration with
organisations like UWA is important to remaining the
industry leader in our field, and a strong indication
of our commitment to delivering our clients the best
overall service”.

Paul van Riel, CEO, Fugro
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Dr Hackmet Joer, another Director of AG, joined the
Geomechanics Group at UWA in the ‘90s. He oversaw the
growth of UWA’s geotechnical testing laboratory, with WA
State Government support, before moving across to the
AG team and more recently establishing AG’s commercial
laboratory. Carl Erbrich came to Perth as part of the Gorgon
project, also in the ‘90s, and was involved in major soil
element and physical model testing programmes performed
at UWA in support of early schemes for the Gorgon
development. Carl subsequently joined AG, ultimately as
its Technical Director.
These links show the collaborative spirit that has always
existed between COFS and AG, and which is ingrained in
the DNA of both organisations.

Growing times
AG has continually responded to industry needs, first
to conquer the key challenges stemming from the early
offshore developments on the North West Shelf, and
then to reliably service an increasingly active WA oil
and gas industry. The last ten years has seen an era of
unprecedented growth in the local industry, with numerous
‘megaprojects’ being completed in parallel. This required a
large increase in the number of staff at AG supporting these
projects, while not relinquishing the technical excellence
that has underpinned the company ethos.
To achieve this, AG engaged the brightest talents, often
from UWA and COFS. The first tranche of PhD graduates
from COFS included Dr Phil Watson, who went on to
become an AG Director, and is the current Managing
Director of the group. More than 40 staff have worked

with AG after postgraduate or undergraduate study at
UWA, some of whom are pictured the following page.
Meanwhile, the in-house AG team has been augmented
by part-time project contributions from academics and
postgrads, providing technical support and adding to the
specialisms of AG.
These partnerships have furthered the spirit of cooperation
and technology transfer. An exemplar is the collaboration
between COFS and AG on pipe-seabed interaction
(PSI). Research led by Professors David White and Mark
Randolph at COFS, with contributions by AG, has been
rapidly translated for industry usage by the AG PSI team led
by Dr Fraser Bransby (a former COFS research associate)
and Dr Zack Westgate (a COFS PhD graduate). Industry
design practices have been transformed in just a few years,
and COFS’ research has now been used on more than 20
pipeline projects spread across the globe by Fraser, Zack
and their AG colleagues.
In 2011 the AG-COFS link was formalised through AG’s role
as a partner in (and sponsor of) the Australian Research
Council Centre of Excellence in Geotechnical Science
and Engineering – the joint centre between UWA, and the
Universities of Newcastle and Wollongong, highlighted
elsewhere in this report.

Fugro
The vast majority of offshore site investigations (both
geotechnical and survey) performed around Australia over
recent times have been undertaken by Fugro, which is the
largest company of its kind in the world. Fugro and AG have
always enjoyed a positive rapport, and have worked well
together. Clients wanting the best data acquisition went to
Fugro, while AG was often engaged to scope the investigation,
ride the boats as client representatives, interpret the data
recovered, and subsequently use it in design.
The relationship between AG and UWA took a new and
ambitious turn in late 2013, when Fugro wholly acquired AG.
In so doing, AG became part of the Fugro GeoConsultancy
practice, which provides customised advice for all stages
of a project - from planning and design, through execution
and into operation. The customised advice combines
geotechnical engineering, geology and geophysics,
and incorporates both local knowledge and worldwide
expertise. Fugro AG has been central to all the major
projects in recent years, such as the North West Shelf Joint
Venture, Gorgon, Wheatstone, Ichthys and Prelude projects,
with much of the advanced geotechnical testing for these
projects being performed in UWA’s laboratories.

COFS, AG and Fugro

“Having been involved through the formative years of
COFS, I am immensely pleased to see the continuing
synergies between UWA and Fugro. The last couple
of decades have witnessed a step change in the
growth in our industry, which itself has benefited
from the simultaneous and interlinked development
of COFS, Advanced Geomechanics and Fugro. I
firmly believe that the Fugro Chair represents a new
and exciting chapter in offshore geotechnics – the
best is yet to come!”

Dr Phil Watson,
Global Service Line Manager
– GeoConsulting, Fugro

superspan. At the recent AOG conference, Richard Hinkley,
General Manager of Chevron Australia, highlighted the role
of AG and UWA in securing this crossing by three pipelines
of a 200 m high scarp at the edge of the continental shelf –
all will be revealed in an ISFOG 2015 paper lead-authored
by Dr George Zhang of Fugro AG, a COFS PhD graduate.
Meanwhile, at the opening of the ISFOG 2010 conference,
Ann Pickard – Shell’s Country Chair – highlighted the
contributions of COFS and AG to Shell’s emergence as an
Operator in Australia including design work for the giant
Prelude FLNG project.
Fugro and AG were the two biggest sponsors of the
ISFOG conferences held at COFS in 2005 and 2010, and
contributed over 60 papers to the proceedings including
four keynotes. The wider contribution of Fugro AG to the
industry’s knowledge base is reflected in more than 100
conference and journal publications by Fugro AG in the
past 5 years, often with COFS co-authorship. The current
ISO 19901-4 code includes 60 references (about one
quarter of the total) with Fugro AG and/or COFS authors,
showing how our two organisations underpin the growth of
knowledge across the industry.
These activities by COFS, AG, Fugro, Fugro AG have put
Australia on the global geotechnical map, and continue to
guide and support the international geotechnical community
and offshore projects for the oil and gas and renewables
industries. Perth, through COFS, Fugro AG and our local
colleagues, is now a recognised centre of excellence,
providing new solutions and design benefits to offshore
projects worldwide. To sustain COFS’ positive influence,
strategic support is required through downturns such as
the present low oil price in order to preserve the flow of
innovation and expertise for the benefit of future projects.

The contributions to major projects by this partnership
have led to award-winning achievements, such as the
2014 Engineers Australia award recognising the Gorgon
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“The Fugro Chair in Geotechnics provides a
wonderful opportunity to build closer interaction
between academia and industry, sustaining the
established relationship between UWA’s Centre
for Offshore Foundation Systems and Fugro AG
and helping to build new links globally with other
Fugro offices and academic groups. I am very
pleased to be elected as the inaugural incumbent
of the position”.

Mark Randolph, Fugro Chair in
Geotechnics, COFS, UWA

Creation of the Fugro Chair

for the many varied types of structures offshore Australia
and all around the world. The T-bar penetrometer for
instance, which Mark pioneered to determine the strength
of soft soils, is now routinely used by Fugro and other site
investigation contractors for in situ soil characterisation.

Moving ahead
Fugro, Fugro AG and COFS are committed to maintaining
and nurturing this long-standing synergy. The original
vision of Mark and Mohamed, that academia and practice
both benefit if they engage closely, is embodied by the
continuing collaboration. COFS gains hugely from the
practical perspective brought by a close relationship with
Fugro AG, and also from Fugro AG’s translation of our
publications into practice, demonstrating the value of COFS’
research. Meanwhile, Fugro AG gain from tapping into the
experimental facilities and expertise of the group, and the
advancements made through our joint research.

A key component of a sustainable COFS is strong industryfunded academic positions, over long-term periods that
allow research to be conceived, developed and deployed,
and the cycle repeated so that a true collaborative
relationship can flourish. Less than a year after the
acquisition of AG by Fugro, in October 2014, Fugro AG
demonstrated their continued commitment to a sustainable
COFS with their funding of the Fugro Chair in Geotechnics.
This significant and highly valued appointment is intended
to help COFS sustain an active research group, to address
key questions relating to design and performance within
the field of offshore geotechnics, and to reduce risk by
enhancing engineering design across the offshore sector.
The agreement also provides funding for three PhD
scholarships, to stimulate the continued education of
high quality graduates in the field of offshore geotechnics
and engineering. The Fugro Chair provides a conduit for
collaboration and communication between all of COFS and
the global Fugro organisation. The fruitful links that have
grown between AG and UWA can be extended into the
larger team of Fugro beyond Western Australia.

Figure 1: Steve Neubecker, AG’s first employee, during his
PhD days at UWA.

Such a substantial commitment is rarely provided by a
consulting organisation, and is a significant pillar in the
sustainable support of COFS, alongside the Shell EMI and
Lloyd’s Register Foundation Chairs in Offshore Engineering
and Offshore Foundations respectively.
In December 2014, Professor Mark Randolph was
appointed to the Fugro Chair in Geotechnics. Regular
readers of this report will know that Mark is a Fellow of the
Royal Society (UK) and has been the recipient of many
science and industry awards over a world-renowned career,
including being named as Western Australia’s Scientist of
the Year in 2013. Beyond his involvement with AG, Mark
has been pivotal to the development of many methods used
to characterise soils and design foundations and anchors
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Figure 2: Federal Senator Amanda Vanstone with Mark Randolph at the
launch of COFS in 1997.

Figure 3: This image has featured in a previous Cofs Annual Report to show the wide scattering of our graduates, but after periods working for
Lloyds Register, Arup and Advanced Geomechanics, Ian Finnie (middle), Phil Watson (right) and Steve Neubecker (left) are now colleagues at
Fugro AG (they are seen here as verifier, designer and client representative respectively on the Yolla Platform).

Figure 4: The Fugro Chair in
Geotechnics was launched by UWA’s
Vice Chancellor, Professor Paul
Johnson, on December 2, 2015.
L-R: Paul Johnson, Mark Randolph,
Phil Watson and Mark Cassidy.
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A Focus on the Lloyd’s Register Foundation
(LRF) Centre of Excellence
In April 2010 the Centre for Offshore Foundation Systems
partnered with the Lloyd’s Register Foundation (at the
time known as The Lloyd’s Register Educational Trust,
LRET) to establish the Chair in Offshore Foundations and
Research Centre of Excellence concentrating on modelling
the geotechnical behaviour of offshore foundations and
predicting the risk of their catastrophic failure.
Lloyd’s Register Foundation is a charity with a mission
to protect life and property and to advance transport
and science, engineering and technology education and
research. LRF took over the work of The LRET, which had
been an independent charity, although fully funded by
Lloyd’s Register, since 2004. LRF’s grants program invests
in science, engineering and technology for public benefit
around the world.
The vision of the Lloyds Register Foundation (LRF)
Chair and Research Centre of Excellence is to establish
scientific expertise to enable engineers to overcome major
challenges in harnessing energy from our oceans, including
safely and economically founding oil and gas infrastructure
in ultra deep water (1-3 km water depths) and in providing
novel foundation solutions and resource assessment for
renewable energy generation offshore.
Our overriding motivation at the time of application was to
provide a sustainable level of support from which COFS
can build innovative, world-leading research and training
programmes. Support of the LRF has enabled us to achieve
this, with four early-career academic professors (known
as the “LRF Assistant/Associate Professors”) and ten of
our PhD students (known as the “LRF PhD students”)
supported by the LRF CoE programme.
The LRF Assistant/Associate Professors are Britta Bienen,
Scott Draper, Xiaowei Feng and Jinhui (Lisa) Li, with LRF
PhD students Michael Cocjin, Chao Han, Simon Leckie,
Xiaojun Li, Jiajie Ma, Jalal Mirzadehniasar, Henning Mohr,
Lucile Quéau, Somaye Sadeghian and Stefanus Safinus.
It has been a pleasure to work with the LRF in establishing
and hosting the LRF Oration Australia, a public lecture
on themes of current scientific and community interest.
The first two orations, in 2012 and 2013, were delivered
by Professor Mark Randolph and Dr Suzanne Lacasse
(Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, NGI) respectively.
In 2014, 130 attendees came to hear six early career
researchers from our LRF-funded Centre discuss the
topic “Unlocking energy resources offshore: engineering
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Figure 5: Some key personnel of the LRF Research Centre of Excellence
L-R: Xiaojun Li, Jalal Mirzadehniasar, Jinhui Li, Xiaowei Feng, Stefanus
Safinus, Simon Leckie, Chao Han, Mark Cassidy, Henning Mohr, Britta
Bienen, Michael Cocjin, Scott Draper.

challenges from renewables to deepwater”. More
information about the Oration can be found on the
next page.

Lloyd’s Register Foundation Colloquium
Professor Mark Cassidy and Dr Scott Draper attended
the Lloyd’s Register Foundation international technical
colloquium, which was hosted at the impressive
Southampton Marine and Maritime Institute over three
glorious days (with weather typical of Perth in Spring!) from
the 3rd-5th September. The purpose of the colloquium
was to share the impact of research funded by the Lloyd’s
Register Foundation, with a specific focus on research
outcomes that are ‘enhancing the safety of critical
infrastructure important to society’.
The presentations at the colloquium were interesting
and diverse, ranging from residual and internal stresses
in materials through to marine operations and railway
track asset management. Mark Cassidy presented an
overview of work being undertaken at COFS with a focus
on research that is improving the safety of offshore oil and
gas platforms. Scott Draper presented a short early-career
presentation on stability design of subsea pipelines on
mobile seabeds.
Overall the colloquium was a great success and provided
an excellent opportunity to engage with researchers across
a diverse range of fields. There were also opportunities to
provide feedback to the foundation in regards to promoting
safety and public understanding of risk, as well as
supporting, promoting and accelerating research.

LRF Oration Australia
COFS held a very successful Lloyd’s Register Foundation
Oration in November. This was the third oration hosted
at COFS and it attracted an audience of in excess of
130 people from industry and academia. The Oration
was delivered by a collection of six early career researchers
from COFS, including Britta Bienen, Scott Draper, Sam
Stanier, Xiaowei Feng, Simon Leckie and Colm O’Beirne.
The unifying theme of the oration was ‘Unlocking
energy resources offshore: engineering challenges from
renewables to deep water’, with the individual researchers
presenting on some of the specific engineering challenges
at the interface between academic research and industrial
application in this area of research.

Figure 6: Delegates at the colloquium.

The presentations spanned the themes of renewable energy
(tidal and offshore wind energy), subsea infrastructure
reliability (pipeline stability) and deep water engineering
(intelligent site investigation, shallow foundations and
torpedo anchoring). Each of the presentations highlighted
the contributions that the Lloyd’s Register Foundation
Centre of Excellence is making towards assessing and
safely securing energy resources offshore. These included
the development of new industry guidelines and design
tools, the invention of novel offshore solutions and research
which has fuelled political debate at the highest levels.
The success of the event, which was hosted by Mark
Cassidy, was due in large part to the fantastic organisation
by Rochelle Gunn.

Figure 7: LRF Oration speakers: Top row L-R: Xiaowei Feng, Britta
Bienen. Bottom row L-R: Colm O’Beirne, Sam Stanier, Simon Leckie
and Scott Draper.

Figure 8: LRF Oration invitation.
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Offshore Sediments
The Offshore Sediments Research Stream is
focussed on characterising offshore sediments,
quantifying their behaviour and developing
scientifically sounds models that capture the key
features of their behaviour that are relevant to
offshore engineering. The following stream report
describes selected highlights of the activities of
the offshore sediments group during 2014.

Testing tube specimens of soft Ballina clay
containing shells
An experimental study was conducted to characterise tube
specimens of soft estuarine Ballina clay containing shells
(from the National Soft Soil Testing Facility). The aims of
the study were twofold: to evaluate (i) the influence of the
shells and of the tube’s outer cutting edge angle on the
sample quality and (ii) the influence of the shells on the soil
properties measured during one-dimensional compression.
Through this study, a novel non-destructive method for
determining the amount of shells in the soil specimen
was developed that utilises X-ray microscopy and image
analysis. An example of the 3D images obtained using
the image analysis software AVIZO is shown in Figure 9.
The volumetric shell fraction determined using this new
method was found to be close to that obtained by sieving,
within an error margin of 10-20%. All specimens tested
had a relatively low volumetric shell fraction, with values
ranging between 0.2 and 1.6%. Preliminary results seem to
indicate the following trend: with an increase in volumetric
shell fraction the sample quality decreases; the shear wave
velocity increases; the pre-consolidation stress increases
and the recompression index decreases. Based on the
limited amount of data, the influence of the tube’s outer
cutting edge angle could not be clearly established. Further
testing is under way to extend the study to the impact
of different designs of sampler (initially fixed piston and
Sherbrook block samplers).
More details of this work can be found in:
Lim, G.T., Boukpeti, N., Carraro, J.A.H. and Pineda, J.
(2015). Testing tube specimens from soft clay deposits
containing variable amounts of shells. Proc. 6th Int. Symp.
on Deformation Characteristics of Geomaterials, Buenos
Aires, Argentina.
Key researchers: Guan Tor Lim, Nathalie Boukpeti and
Antonio Carraro.

Figure 9: 3D images of the distribution of shell fragments obtained from
the AVIZO software for a 50 mm diameter specimen.

The role of fabric and anisotropy on
the behaviour of calcareous offshore
sediments
Wind turbines, submarine slopes and shallow foundations
(subjected or not to wave and/or earthquake loads) are
just a few examples of problems in offshore geotechnics
that are inherently affected by principal stress rotation.
Since natural soils are anisotropic, ignoring the effect of
multi-directional, generalised (3D) loading on soil behaviour
can lead to costly (or unsafe) design. Cutting-edge
laboratory testing procedures that are able to account
for soil anisotropy in a rigorous way are being used in this
research to characterise both the stress and fabric tensors
of calcareous offshore sediments. Calcareous sand from
the North-West Shelf of Australia (Legendre field) is being
tested along with other reference soils. Offshore calcareous
sediments typically show higher intra-particle voids and
greater tendency for particle crushing than silica sands.
These features make calcareous sand behaviour difficult
to model even when soil anisotropy is not accounted for.
Figure 10 shows the calcareous sand tested in this study
under an optical microscope and reconstructed from
X-ray computed tomography carried out with facilities
at UWA’s Centre for Microscopy Characterisation and
Analysis (CMCA). The new hollow cylinder apparatus
at COFS-UWA will be used to assess the anisotropic
behaviour of calcareous sand under systematic principal
stress rotations and intermediate principal stress changes.
Design charts correlating systematic changes in both stress
and fabric tensor parameters will be produced for use in
engineering practice, thus mapping the true 3D behaviour
of calcareous offshore sediments. Regular data obtained
from conventional tests will be compared with the more
rigorous data produced as part of this study to highlight
future opportunities for research.
Key researchers: Ming Fook Lim, Antonio Carraro and
Susan Gourvenec.
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Figure 10: Legendre sand particles: optical microscopy (left); X-ray computed tomography from the present study (right).

Figure 11: New COFS-UWA hollow cylinder (left); typical boundary loads and stress state of an element from
the wall of a hollow cylinder specimen (right).
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Numerical Modelling Technology Highlight
Coupled LDFE modelling of the Parkable
Piezoprobe (PPP)
The parkable piezoprobe (PPP) is an innovative new
site investigation tool concept that enables dissipation
measurements in very near surface low strength seabed
materials. Coupled large deformation finite element (LDFE)
techniques using the Remeshing and Interpolation with Small
Strain (RITSS) framework and the Modified Cam Clay (MCC)
model in Abaqus have been developed and used to model
the response of a PPP to undrained penetration, allowing the
settlement depth under self-weight to be determined. Following
penetration and the development of excess pore pressures, the
time-history of the dissipation process is modelled. Numerical
predictions of the excess pore pressure at various locations
on the device have been compared with centrifuge model
data. Generally close agreement is evident for these particular
comparisons. As a result this numerical research tool is now
being used to explore the sensitivity of the PPP to the various
MCC parameters in more detail. A journal publication describing
PPP measurement interpretation methods developed from the
synthesis of these centrifuge measurements and numerical
simulations is in preparation, so watch this space!

Excess pore pressure distribution after penetration of a
parkable piezoprobe to a depth of half a diameter.

More details of this work can be found in:
Chatterjee, S., Randolph, M. F. and White, D. J. (2014). A
parkable piezoprobe for measuring cv at shallow depths for
offshore design. Géotechnique, 64, No. 1, 83-88.
Key researchers: Santiram Chatterjee, Mark Randolph,
Mark Schneider, Sam Stanier and David White.

Modelling cyclic degradation of soil capturing
strain softening and rate effects
Saturated marine clays beneath shallow foundations are
subjected not only to static loads, but also to cyclic loads
due to environmental and operational forces. The undrained
shear strength of the soil will degrade under cyclic loading. A
practical method to evaluate the undrained failure envelopes
for shallow foundations subjected to multi-directional cyclic
loading considering soil strength degradation has been
developed. This method is realised by implementing a soil
strain softening- and rate- dependent model into commercial
finite element package Abaqus. The gradual evolution of soil
degradation under multi-directional cyclic loading, post cyclic
loading failure envelopes and failure mechanisms have been
investigated. A clear reduction of undrained capacity is evident
for shallow foundations subjected to sequences of multidirectional cyclic preloading due to soil degradation. The Figure
opposite illustrates the reduction in capacity, indicated by
contraction of the normalised failure envelope, with increasing
cycles of VHM loading.

Comparison of centrifuge model data and coupled LDFE
simulations of the dissipation response of a parkable piezo-probe.

More details of this work can be found in:
Zhong, X., Tian, Y. and Gourvenec, S. (2015) A practical
method to evaluate failure envelopes of shallow
foundation considering soil strain softening and rate
effects (under review).
Key researchers: Yinghui Tian and Susan Gourvenec.

Effect of cyclic loading on shallow foundation yield envelope due to
cyclic undrained strength degradation.
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Physical Modelling Technology Highlight
Measurement of soil strength and
consolidation characteristics in centrifuge
models – new techniques.
Soil strength and the drainage response of the sediment
are fundamental properties that need to be quantified
accurately in almost all centrifuge experiments. This
physical modelling highlight summarises a combination of
approaches that have been successfully used in the COFS
centrifuges, and that also have strong potential in situ.
The advantage of the piezoball, a ball penetrometer with
pore pressure measurement, is that it allows assessment
of the intact and remoulded undrained shear strength
and the consolidation characteristics in a single test.
Colreavy et al. (2015) carried out centrifuge tests with a
newly developed dual pore pressure element piezoball that
simultaneously measures pore pressure at the mid-face and
equator positions to assess its performance in measuring
strength and in particular consolidation characteristics of
soft clay. Undrained strength profiles are provided in the
Figure, where the piezoball profiles are in close agreement
with those from the T-bar and piezocone using the
commonly adopted capacity factor of 10.5. Pore pressure
dissipation responses are shown on the 3rd Figure where
it can be seen that the piezoball dissipation at the midface location is faster (in consolidation time) than for the
piezocone and also the piezoball at the equator position.
Corresponding theoretical solutions – the widely used Teh
and Houlsby (1991) solution for the piezocone and a new
large deformation finite element solution for the piezoball
mid-face – are also shown on the 3rd Figure and yield the
same consolidation coefficient, ch = 11.2 m2/yr for both
the piezocone and the piezoball. The benefit of measuring
pore pressure during penetration at both the mid-face and
equator positions is a useful indicator of drainage behaviour
which is important for the interpretation of the coefficient of
consolidation in subsequent dissipation tests.

Dual pore pressure element piezoball.
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Comparison of piezoball, T-bar and piezocone undrained
shear strength profiles.

Comparison of piezoball and piezocone dissipation curves together with
corresponding theoretical solutions.

A novel method of measuring soil strength is to allow
instrumented penetrometers to freefall and dynamically
embed the soil. This has been investigated through
centrifuge tests in which freefalling piezocones and
instrumented free-falling spheres were tested in an offshore
calcareous silt from the Laminaria field, a high plasticity
clay from the Gulf of Mexico and kaolin clay (Chow et al.
2014; Morton et al. 2015). MEMS accelerometers were
located within the freefall penetrometers and measured
the acceleration response of the penetrometers during
freefall and dynamic embedment. The freefall and dynamic
penetration event is typically complete in less than 50 ms,
requiring that the data are captured at 50 kHz, a possibility
afforded by the UWA developed centrifuge data acquisition
system (DigiDAQ). These data were then used to establish
instantaneous velocity and depth, allowing strain rate
dependency and inertial drag resistance to be accounted
for, and ultimately providing a means of establishing a profile
of soil strength with depth.

Typical acceleration trace for the penetration of a freefall piezocone into
soft clay.

Freefall penetrometers and testing arrangement: (a) freefall piezocone,
(b) instrumented freefall sphere and (c) experimental arrangement in the
beam centrifuge.

Undrained shear strength profiles
established from the IFFS compared
with equivalent push-in ball
penetrometer strength profiles:
(a) calcareous soil from offshore
Australia; (b) Gulf of Guinea clay;
(c) kaolin clay.

(a)

(b)

Undrained shear strength profiles derived from the
acceleration data are compared with equivalent push-in
tests using piezocones, T-bars and piezoballs, where the
agreement certainly warrants more attention to be given to
these tools for rapid strength characterisation of shallow
seabeds. A further potential for the freefalling piezocone
to measure the coefficient of consolidation is also shown,
where the pore pressure dissipation response following
dynamic penetration is identical to that from a push-in
piezocone test, with the exception of a short period at the
start of the test where pore pressure redistributes around
the cone. The RIGSS JIP, led by UWA, is investigating this
exciting technology further.

(c)

Dissipation responses of free-fall piezocone (FFP) and static
piezocone tests.

More details of this work can be found in:
Chow, S.H., O’Loughlin, C.D., and Randolph, M.F. (2014).
Soil strength estimation and pore pressure dissipation for
free-fall piezocones in clay, Géotechnique 64(10): 817-827.
Colreavy, C., O’Loughlin, C.D. and Randolph, M.F. (2015).
A new dual pore pressure element piezoball for measuring
strength and consolidation characteristics of soft clay.
Submitted to International Journal of Physical Modelling in
Geotechnics.
Morton, J.P., O’Loughlin, C.D. and White, D.J. (2015).
Centrifuge modelling of an in situ freefalling spherical
penetrometer in soft soils. Submitted to Canadian
Geotechnical Journal.

(a)

Key researchers: Cathal Colreavy, Conleth O’Loughlin, John
Morton, Shiaohuey Chow, Mark Randolph and David White.

Comparison between undrained shear strength profiles estimated from
freefalling piezocones (FFP) and push-in piezocones and T-bars tests in
(a) Sample 1; (b) Sample 2.

(b)
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Offshore Geohazards and Seabed Mobility

Figure 12: Participants in the UWA-DNV workshop to review the
STABLEpipe JIP Guideline.

The Offshore Geohazards and Seabed Mobility
Research Stream covers the interface between
geotechnical engineering – the traditional core of
COFS’ activity – and the neighbouring disciplines
of hydraulics, sediment transport, geomorphology
and geology.
Ocean-seabed interaction is the most active transdisciplinary interface, driven by research using UWA’s
unique O-Tube facilities. In 2014 we commissioned our third
O-Tube – the Small O-Tube (SOT) – with the facility costs
supported by Woodside and Chevron. More information
on the O-Tube laboratories can be found in the laboratory
report section.

The work published by the Royal Society outlined the
fundamental interaction between storm build-up rate
and scour rate, in controlling the potential for pipeline
self-burial. A series of tests examined different ramp up
rates, and showed the differing regimes of behaviour.
Fast ramp-up leaves no time for scour, and a shallowlyembedded pipeline soon becomes unstable. Slow ramp-up
allows scour and self-burial to occur, leading to improved
pipeline stability (Figure 13). The study also introduced the
influence of pipe bending stiffness, by controlling the pipe
position above the seabed to mimic the progressive threedimensional sagging into a scour hole. These complex
phenomena are now tractable and can be quantified for
analysis in design.
More details of this work can be found in:
Draper, S., An, H. Cheng, L. White D.J., and Griffiths, T.G.
2014. Stability of subsea pipelines during large storms.
Invited paper to Special Issue ‘Advances in Fluid Mechanics
for Offshore Engineering’ of the Philosophical Transactions
of the Royal Society, Part A. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A: DOI:
10.1098/rsta.2014.0106. Published 15 December 2014.
Key researchers: Liang Cheng, David White, Scott Draper
and Hongwei An.

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Pipeline stability
In 2014 research into pipeline stability on mobile seabeds
using the O-Tube was distilled into new design guidelines as
part of the STABLEpipe Joint Industry Project. In addition,
the work has gained attention through publication in a
special issue of the Proceedings of the Royal Society.
The STABLEpipe design Guideline was authored by the
UWA team with support from Terry Griffiths of Wood
Group Kenny. The Guideline was then reviewed at a
5-day workshop held in Perth, attended by experts from
the sponsors, Woodside and Chevron, as well as DNV
and Atteris (Figure 12). Professor Andrew Palmer, from
the National University of Singapore also contributed
to the workshop, and his support of our work has been
instrumental in it gaining industry acceptance.
Also, in late 2014, the first new pipeline with the stability
design based on the STABLEpipe method was verified
and accepted by DNV. This marks an important milestone
for the translation of our research into industry practice.
It follows the acceptance by DNV in 2012 of the first life
extension of an existing pipeline based on data generated
from the O-Tube program.
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Figure 13: A series of snapshots during slow current ramp-up within the
O-Tube, leading to pipeline self-burial and improved stability.

Seabed mobility

Numerical Modelling
Technology Highlight
Impact of submarine slides on pipelines material point method analysis
The material point method (MPM) has been used to
simulate the run-out of submarine slides and their eventual
impact on seabed infrastructure. The simulations were
conducted using a program developed in-house at COFS,
which stemmed from the open source package Unitah. To
overcome the low computational efficiency of the MPM, a
GPU parallel computing strategy was developed. For the
number of 2D soil particles, which ranged from 0.2 ~ 5
million, computational cost was reduced by a factor of ~30
by using a GPU on an ordinary laptop. The impact of planar
slides on seabed pipelines, with in-flow velocities of 0.1 ~
10 m/s, was investigated. The impact forces predicted were
normalised as drag coefficients, matching well with those by
computational fluid dynamics and flume experiments.
More details of this work can be found in:
Dong, Y., Wang, D., and Randolph, M.F. (2015). A GPU
parallel computing strategy for the material point method.
Computers and Geotechnics, 66: 31-38.
Key researchers: Youkou Dong, Dong Wang and
Mark Randolph.

Work on seabed mobility continues via (i) fundamental
studies of sediment transport, (ii) analysis of pipeline
survey data and (iii) experimental studies of erosion
near structures. The back-analysis of pipeline survey
data, supported by Woodside, has helped to verify the
STABLEpipe design approach, while the fundamental
sediment transport studies have identified how best to
predict erosion properties of natural marine sediments.
The team also co-authored papers with Fugro - Advanced
Geomechanics for the 2014 Offshore Technology
Conference, outlining strategies for pipe-seabed interaction
assessment on mobile seabeds. Following this work Joe
Tom joined COFS from Fugro-AG to begin work into erosion
of the seabed near structures, such as risers and mooring
lines in the so-called ‘Touch Down Zone’ (TDZ).
More details of this work can be found in:
Bransby, M.F., Borges Rodriguez, A., Zhou, H., Low, H.E.,
White, D.J. (2014). Sediment mobility effects on seabed
resistance for unburied pipelines, Proceedings of the
2014 Offshore Technology Conference, Houston, Texas,
OTC2014, pp. 1-18.
Leckie, S.H.F., Draper, S., White, D.J., Cheng, L., Fogliani,
A. (2015). Lifelong embedment and spanning of a pipeline
on a mobile seabed, Coastal Engineering, 95(1): 130-146.
Cheng, L.C., Draper, S.D., An, H., Luo, C.C., Brown, T.A.
and White D.J. (2014). UWA’s O-tube facilities: physical
modelling of fluid-structure-seabed interaction. Proc. Int.
Conf. on Physical Modelling in Geotechnics [Invited keynote
paper]. 3-20.
Key researchers: Henning Mohr, Simon Leckie, Joe Tom,
Liang Cheng, Scott Draper, Hongwei An and David White.

Velocity distribution in soil as submarine slide impacts seabed pipeline.
Blue and red indicate minimum and maximum velocities respectively.
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Offshore neotectonic deformation
Research has been conducted on the neotectonic
deformation of Western Australia, aiming to identify active
tectonic features in the Stable Continental Region of
Western Australia for use in seismic hazard analysis for
critical infrastructure, both onshore and offshore. This work
has led to a number of neotectonic features being identified
and described along the western margin of Australia and
across the North West Shelf.
Following this collaborative work was conducted with
industry partner Chevron to identify the number of faults in
this newly recognised fault system. Chevron’s in-house 3D
seismic datasets were used to identify and map capable
seismic sources and offshore fault architecture. This work
documented a variety of structural styles on reactivated
faults on the northwest shelf (Figure 14) and has refined the
tectonic model for the Barrow Island region. The findings
have resulted in implications for fault-seal integrity, fluid
migration, seabed geohazards, and induced seismicity.
More details of this work can be found in:
Whitney, B.B., Hengesh, J.V. (2015). Geomorphological
evidence of neotectonic deformation in the Carnarvon
Basin, Western Australia, Geomorphology, 228: 579-596.
Key researchers: Beau Whitney and James Hengesh.

Numerical Modelling
Technology Highlight
Simple initiation criteria for catastrophic
submarine landslides
Catastrophic submarine landslides potentially result
in damage to offshore infrastructure, which are widely
considered to be related to progressive or instantaneous
shear band propagation in softening materials. A weak soil
lens, induced by seismic shaking, hydrate dissociation,
etc., within the submarine slope may cause propagation
of shear bands until the external force can be sustained
or catastrophic failure occurs. If the length of this weak
zone is larger than some critical value, the shear band
will propagate catastrophically outside of the weak zone
into the enclosing material. The propagation criteria for
such catastrophic failure of an infinite slope have been
explored theoretically and numerically.. Analytical solutions
are presented for both linear and exponential strength
degradation curves, and the analytical results agree well
with the numerical results using the large deformation finite
element (LDFE) approach. Rigorous numerical validation of
the new criteria and underlying assumptions justifies their
application within the simplified shear band propagation
approach.
More details of this work can be found in:
Zhang, W., Wang, D., Randolph, M.F. and Puzrin, A.M.
(2015). Catastrophic failure in planar landslides with a fully
softened weak zone. Géotechnique, revised 08/02/2015.
Key researchers: Wangcheng Zhang, Dong Wang and
Mark Randolph.

Figure 14: 2D Seismic cross-section showing reactivated “hour-glass”
fault structure.

Submarine slides
Other work on the geohazard of submarine slides has been
boosted through collaboration with Professor Alexander
(Sasha) M. Puzrin of ETH Zurich. This work involves the
development of analytical and numerical solutions for
submarine slide propagation. Numerical simulations
incorporating strain-softening soil to investigate the
progressive ‘unzipping’ of a submarine slope provides one
highlight of this streams activities for 2014. The work has
led to simplified criteria to predict whether or not a failure
within a submarine slope will propagate, as described in
the numerical highlight opposite.
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Different zones during shear band propagation and displacements
predicted by LDFE.

Three stages of catastrophic
failure: l0 – length of
pre-softened zone; lu, lu,
e – characteristic lengths;
r – gravity load ratio.

Offshore Engineering Science
The Offshore Engineering Science Research Stream has
grown substantially over the last 1-2 years and is now
working on a range of problems involving wave-structure
interaction of fixed platforms as well as floating vessels and
risers. The engineering science stream has a particular
focus on hydrodynamics, and the capabilities of the group
have grown in this regard over the last year through the
addition of Shell EMI Research Fellow Hugh Wolgamot.
Hugh completed his DPhil at the University of Oxford in
the UK and joined UWA in 2014 to work within the Shell
EMI team, led by Professor David White and including
Professor Mike Efthymiou and Research Fellow Wenhua
Zhao. Professor Rodney Eatock Taylor, an academic
for many years at the University of Oxford, UK, and a
recognised world leader in hydrodynamics, also accepted
an appointment as an Adjunct Professor of UWA in 2014.
In addition to work on wave structure interaction, the
Offshore Engineering Science Stream has continued to
pursue research in renewable energy, hosting visitors from
the University of Oxford and the University of Edinburgh
to work on problems involving arrays of wind and tidal
turbines. The stream also has continuing interests in wave
energy, maintaining a strong relationship with Carnegie
Wave Energy (CWE) first initiated by Professor Christophe
Gaudin. For six months during 2014 UK graduate
engineering student Leo Hyde worked jointly at UWA and
CWE to develop hydrodynamic numerical models of the
CETO wave energy devices being developed by CWE. Leo
was funded by a ‘Researcher in Business’ grant, which
allowed him to spend one day a week working on numerical
modelling with Scott Draper and Hugh Wolgamot at UWA,
and the rest of the week gaining first-hand experience at
CWE on aspects of the deployment and commissioning
of an array of CETO 5 wave energy devices. Leo is now
employed full time by CWE and an array of CETO 5 devices
have been successfully deployed at a location West of
Garden Island, offshore Perth, sparking considerable
media interest.

Experimental study on roll motion
of LNG carrier
Floating Liquefied Natural Gas (FLNG) is a game changer
in offshore hydrocarbon development as it enables the
economic exploitation of gas fields in remote offshore
locations. Shell is pursuing a side-by-side configuration
for transferring Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) from FLNG
to carrier vessels (LNGC) on location offshore. This is a
technological challenge with many interesting aspects. Roll
motion response of the LNGC is critical for the successful
implementation of side-by-side offloading and is closely
linked to sloshing of the LNG cargo during filling, when the
tanks are at intermediate fill levels never experienced during
transit. Shell initiated a joint research project with COFS and
Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU) on hydrodynamics of
floating structures considering liquid cargo motions. Model
tests were conducted in the Deepwater Offshore Basin
at SJTU (Figure 15). For the first time, the testing results
clarified the effects of liquid cargo motion in spherical
tanks on the global roll response, providing a foundation
for improving numerical modelling of Moss-type carriers in
side-by-side offloading operations.
Key researchers: Wenhua Zhao and Mike Efthymiou.

Figure 15: LNGC model in liquid cargo motion experiment.
The two spherical tanks are visible.
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Physical Modelling Technology Highlight
Wave tank modelling of near-motiontrapping structures
Motion trapping structures floating in an inviscid fluid with
a free surface, will, when displaced from equilibrium and
released, oscillate for infinite time without radiation of waves
(apart from an initial transient). However, such structures,
having been discovered relatively recently, have not been
tested in real fluid. A structure which is ‘near-motion-trapping’
i.e. radiates a tiny amount of energy each cycle, was tested
in the Coastal Basin at Plymouth University’s COAST
Laboratory by Dr Hugh Wolgamot in collaboration with
Professor Paul Taylor and Professor Rodney Eatock Taylor
from the University of Oxford. This structure was a ring of
8 vertical cylinders with hemispherical ends, which can be
tuned and de-tuned by adjusting the ring radius and draft.

The experimental set-up is shown below, and the wave
gauges monitoring the radiated wave field can be seen
to the right of the structure, behind the support beam.
The motion of the structure was recorded, and dramatic
differences were apparent between the tuned and most
detuned behaviours, which shows the decay of the body
motion for a tuned (blue) and detuned (dashed red) case.
However, subtle differences in the body motion were
masked by viscous damping, but were nevertheless
apparent in the data from the radiated field. This experiment
demonstrated some of the remarkable properties of motion
trapping structures, though it is important to recognise
the corollary of these properties – they aren’t good wave
energy devices because (at the trapped frequency) they are
unaffected by incoming waves!
The Lubbock Trustees funded the cost of the model
(constructed while Dr Wolgamot was in Oxford), and Dr
Alison Raby and Dr Colin Whittaker from Plymouth provided
assistance with the experiment.
Key researchers: Hugh Wolgamot and
Rodney Eatock Taylor.

Near-motion-trapping structure modelled in the ‘Coastal Basin’
laboratory at Plymouth University.
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Time history of the vertical heave motion of near-motiontrapping structures for two different geometric configurations
(blue – tuned; red – detuned).

Numerical Modelling
Technology Highlight
Modelling wind and tidal turbines in
shear flow
Open questions still remain concerning the optimum
arrangement of wind and tidal turbines in a farm for
generating maximum power efficiency. In particular, only
limited previous work has investigated the scenario in which
turbines are placed in close proximity to take account of
advantageous interactions. Over the last year theoretical
work to predict the performance of arrays of turbines
operating in close proximity has been undertaken within
the Engineering Science Stream. This work quantifies,
for the first time, the effect of non-uniform flow, which is
important given that in practice the upstream wind or tidal
current is not uniform but sheared due to the presence of,
for example, the atmospheric and seabed boundary layer.
The theoretical model has been compared with numerical
solutions of the Euler equations for non-uniform flows,
yielding excellent agreement. The numerical modelling was
performed using an in-house code which solves the Euler
equations using a spectral finite element method.
This work answers important questions about where to
place turbines in sheared flows so as to maximise power
generation, and provides predictions of the power that
can be generated in a given shear flow. It also provides
guidance on how to correct for the effects of walls in flumes
and wind tunnels, which may artificially augment the power
generated by a turbine during laboratory investigations.
Key researcher: Scott Draper.

Structural dynamic analysis and fatigue
design of risers in deep water
COFS continued working on the analysis and fatigue design
of Steel Catenary Risers (SCRs) throughout 2014. Ongoing
works on the simplification of structural dynamic analysis
techniques for risers led to the development of an Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) model, based on an underlying
database of 50,000+ non-linear riser simulations, that
approximates the maximum static stress range experienced
by SCRs at the Touch Down Zone (TDZ). This model has
also been extended to approximate the maximum dynamic
stress range at the TDZ and the results have been found
to compare well with real time history dynamic analysis. As
a result of this research, COFS is now equipped with an
in-house ANN tool which can be readily used in the early
stages of fatigue design of SCRs, facilitating comparison
of the performance predictions for hundreds of different
configurations. It takes only a few minutes to calculate both
dynamic and static stress ranges at the TDZ for over 40,000
riser configurations with acceptable prediction accuracy
compared to conventional time-history analysis.
For the purpose of simplified fatigue design of SCRs at
the TDZ, COFS started working on replacing complex
nonlinear riser-soil interaction models with simplified models
of adequate complexity. Preliminary results show that
simplified soil models can be successfully implemented
for fatigue design of SCRs with no major change in the
predicted fatigue life of the system at the TDZ.
Finally, COFS continued previous work on the structural
response of SCRs subjected to different loading time
histories, defined as series of consecutive wave packets.
Sensitivity of the fatigue life of the system, location of
the critical node and the maximum stress range to the
various wave packet sequences, defined through different
Loading Scenarios (LS), were investigated for different soil
properties. It was concluded that the fatigue life of SCRs is
very sensitive to the wave packet sequence, and hence the
trench development history underneath the risers. Effects
of different Loading Scenarios (LS 1 to LS 24, comprising
similar individual wave packets) on fatigue life of a sample
SCR system are illustrated in Figure 16.
Key researchers: Lucile Quéau, Mark Randolph and
Mehrdad Kimiaei.

Streamwise component of velocity for a wind/tidal turbine
(indicated by thin black line). Velocity normalised by upstream
maximum velocity. Flow is from the left. Let figure is for a
vertically symmetric shear flow. Right figure is for a vertically
asymmetric shear flow.

Figure 16: Fatigue life of a sample SCR under different loading scenarios.
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Pipe-Soil Interaction (PSI)
COFS’ geotechnical expertise has been applied to the
engineering response of pipelines via our research
collaborations with industry. These include COFS’s
decade-long involvement in the SAFEBUCK Joint
Industry Project which culminated in the completion of
Phase III and the issue of a new SAFEBUCK Guideline in
November 2014. David White co-authored a new 60page Appendix on pipe-soil interaction (PSI) with Mathieu
Guinard of Atkins in the UK, which summarises many of
the recent research developments in PSI in a format ready
for practical application. The JIP had 21 participants at
completion, including all the major oil and gas operators.
The SAFEBUCK Guideline will now be merged with the
DNV F-110 recommended practice leading to a unified code
advice for the design of high temperature high pressure
pipelines against global buckling.

More details of this work can be found in:
Yan, Y., White D.J. and Randolph M.F. (2014). Cyclic
consolidation and axial friction on seabed pipelines
Géotechnique Letters 4: 165–169.
Smith, V.B. and White D.J. (2014). Volumetric hardening
in pipe-soil interaction. Proc. Offshore Technology
Conference, Asia. Kuala Lumpur. Paper OTC-24856-MS
White, D.J., Westgate, Z., Ballard, J-C, de Brier, C.
and Bransby, M.F. (2015). Best practice geotechnical
characterisation and pipe-soil interaction analysis for HPHT
flowline design. Proc. Offshore Technology Conference.
Houston. OTC26026-MS.
Key researchers: Yue Yan, Mark Randolph and David White.

To support the design of pipelines following the SAFEBUCK
Guideline, COFS has pioneered the use of low stress
interface shear box testing to assess pipe-seabed friction
parameters. During 2014 the offshore sediments team
further developed the protocols for this demanding
laboratory test, and performed studies for pipeline projects
located offshore Australia, as well as in the Caspian Sea
and the Gulf of Guinea.
A key topic of the PSI research has been the influence
of consolidation hardening on axial pipe-seabed friction.
On soft soils, the repeated shearing and reconsolidation
caused by axial pipe movements on startup and
shutdown causes strengthening of the underlying soil. This
mechanism was quantified numerically by Yue Yan in her
COFS PhD studies (Figure 17), and through model testing
performed in collaboration with Victor Bjorn-Smith at NGI. In
some situations, this hardening effect can eliminate pipeline
walking, and reduce the costs associated with mitigation
measures such as anchors. COFS has worked with Fraser
Bransby and colleagues at Fugro AG (including COFS PhD
Graduates Zack Westgate, Hongjie Zhou and Han Eng Low)
to apply this effect in design practice for projects offshore
Australia and overseas. A co-authored paper has been
written to illustrate the effect of consolidation hardening on
the global pipeline response.

(a)

(b)
Figure 17: The effect of consolidation hardening on pipeline walking: (a)
changes in strength beneath a pipe (Yan et al. 2014) and (b) the effect
on pipeline walking (White et al. 2015).
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Offshore Foundation Systems
The Offshore Foundation Systems Research Stream
focuses on the geotechnical engineering of foundations,
pipelines and anchors, including soil-structure interaction.
It has been one of COFS core activities since its creation
and it makes heavy usage of the physical and numerical
modelling capacities at COFS, fostering significant
developments in both areas.
In 2014, COFS pursued work on three main geotechnical
aspects of offshore foundation engineering, related to
shallow foundations, jack-up foundations (i.e. spudcans)
and anchors. A snapshot is presented below, with highlights
on two projects that have been completed in 2014, the uplift
resistance of subsea structures and the hole-closure in the
wake torpedo anchor penetration. Numerical and physical
modelling technology highlights with offshore foundation
applications are also showcased.

Meanwhile, key aspects of foundation design and
operational conditions that affect the response of a
tolerably mobile foundation have been identified. Centrifuge
observations have demonstrated that excess pore pressure
generated during sliding and subsequent dissipation during
reconsolidation control the foundation settlements and the
tolerability of the foundation response. Effects of drainage
on the sliding response of mobile foundations were also
investigated, and a critical-state theoretical framework
is currently being developed as a tool to capture the
cyclic evolution of soil strength and foundation settlement
throughout the design life of the mudmat foundation.
This framework accounts for both remoulding during
the sliding cycles and reconsolidation during intervening
operational periods.
Key Researchers: Xiaowei Feng and Susan Gourvenec.

Shallow foundations
The combined VH2M2T capacity of shallow foundations is
now fully defined for a wide range of foundation geometry
and embedment. The work has been performed through
complex centrifuge modelling and generalised via
comprehensive numerical modelling that explored a wide
range of loading paths to establish accurate yield envelopes
in the 6 degrees-of-freedom space. A design method was
proposed whereby the six-degree-of-freedom VH2M2T
interaction is reduced to a two-dimensional failure envelope
in resultant H–M space (Figure 18), adjusted for the effects
of vertical and torsional loading. Algebraic expressions have
been proposed for prediction of uniaxial and combined
loading capacities.
In parallel, a large body of work has been undertaken
to establish the consolidated combined VHM capacity
of surface and skirted foundations, for a wide range of
embedment and soil heterogeneity ratio. This research
provides insights into the preloading and consolidation
mechanisms and the subsequent increase in combined
VHM capacity.

Figure 18: 6 DOF yield envelopes for an embedded rectangular
foundation on undrained heterogeneous clay. The proposed algebraic
expressions are a close fit to the finite element results
(Feng et al. 2014).
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Jack-up foundations: preloading
punch‑through

Jack-up foundations: punch-through on
multi-layer soils

Jack-up foundations (or spudcans) can punch-through
during penetration due to localised consolidation during
extended breaks in the installation process. A combination
of experimental and numerical modelling has been
undertaken to investigate the penetration of spudcans
in kaolin clay and carbonate silt, sourced from the North
West Shelf offshore Western Australia. Both modelling
techniques incorporated a dissipation stage, where the
spudcan is subjected to preloading and the dissipation of
excess pore pressures is monitored. Failure mechanisms
generated during the subsequent re-penetration have been
identified using PIV, highlighting the effect of consolidation
on the volume of soil mobilised during subsequent reloading
(Figure 19). Numerical analysis exploring the same problem
can be found in an accompanying numerical highlight
elsewhere in this report.

The ‘future needs’ identified by the recently finalised version
of ISO guidelines 19905-1 have led the recent advancement
in spudcan analyses, including (a) identification of soil failure
mechanisms during spudcan penetration and extraction
in multilayer soils (Figure 20); (b) developing a robust cone
penetrometer based design approach for identifying layer
boundaries and soil type, and for assessing spudcan
penetration in multilayer soils along with identification of
potential punch-through; (c) mitigation of punch-through
and spudcan extraction difficulties. The results were
presented in the ISO meetings held at Houston and
London in 2014 to be incorporated in the next revision of
ISO guidelines 19905-1. The failure mechanisms revealed
represent a paradigm shift in thinking overturning the
previous understanding. Optimised perforation drilling
patterns and skirted footings were proposed for mitigating
punch-through. A novel concept of placing a thin sand
layer locally in between the spudcan and the mudline has
been confirmed as offering potential to ease spudcan
extraction difficulties.

Key Researchers: Rafaele Ragni, Britta Bienen, Sam Stanier
and Mark Cassidy.

Key Researchers: Muhammad Shazzad Hossain.

Figure 20: Centrifuge tests and associated PIV analysis identifying the
soil failure mechanism for spudcan penetration in three-layer medium
dense silica sand-stiff clay-soft clay deposit (from Hossain, 2014).

Figure 19: The effect of preloading during a break in jack-up installation
on the failure mechanism generated on further preloading in kaolin clay
(LHS) and carbonate silt (RHS): (a) immediate, (b) 0.5D after peak and
(c) 0.75D after peak (from Bienen et al. 2015).
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Numerical Modelling Technology
Stream Highlight
Consolidation-induced punch-through
of spudcans
Punch-through is a potential rapid and uncontrolled
penetration of a single jack-up leg into the seabed. Although
in the past this phenomenon has been associated mainly
with multilayered seabeds, the possibility of a consolidationinduced punch-through in an initially uniform deposit exists.
Jack-up installation is discontinuous over time, due to
both expected and unexpected delays. In fine grained
soils, consolidation beneath the footing will occur during
these pauses, resulting in a localised gain in soil strength.
Although this might initially be seen as a beneficial effect
– and it could be – there is risk that the footing rapidly
punches through the thin layer of strengthened soil when
preloading continues.

The effect of fabric and bonding between particles has
been incorporated in the analyses as part of the constitutive
model, mapping an additional variable representing
the degree of structure that is progressively degraded
with penetration.
More details of this work can be found in:
Ragni, R., Bienen, B., Wang, D., Cassidy, M.J. (2015).
Effects of consolidation during spudcan installation in
carbonate silty clay: a dual approach. Proc. 3rd International
Symposium on Frontiers in Offshore Geotechnics (ISFOG),
Oslo, Norway.)
Key Researchers: Raffaele Ragni, Dong Wang, Britta Bienen
and Mark Cassidy.

A combination of experimental and numerical modelling has
been carried out to help clarify the issue. Centrifuge model
test results for the penetration of spudcans in a carbonate
silt using PIV, have been compared with in-house developed
LDFEA and followed by a comprehensive parametric study.
An in-house RITSS method implemented in Abaqus allows
coupled effective stress-pore fluid, large deformation
finite element analysis. A hypoplastic model incorporating
features synonymous with traditional critical state soil
mechanics theories has been implemented in Abaqus
as the high non-linearity of the model is thought to better
describe the coupled processes of remoulding and
reconsolidation during installation than existing models.

Hypoplastic LDFEA output showing loss of soil structure with
penetration of a spudcan during installation (red – intact, blue – greatest
loss of structure).
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Anchors
Anchors and anchoring systems are an important area
of research for COFS, both for traditional oil and gas
floating structures and for more recent offshore renewable
floating structures such as floating wind turbines and wave
energy converters.
The main issues investigated relate to the capacity of
plate anchors under sustained and cyclic loading, the
optimisation of anchor geometry to minimise keying and
maximise anchor capacity, the installation and performance
of helical anchors (in particular to investigate their potential
as anchoring solutions for wave energy converters) and the
performance of dynamically penetrated anchor in clay, sand
and silt.
Typical plate anchors feature a padeye, the location of
which affects the anchor trajectory upon keying and
loading and the subsequent anchor capacity. Finite element
analysis have been performed to establish the optimal
position of the padeye that results in the anchor penetrating
further into the soil for a specific range of load inclination
and for a given soil strength profile. In parallel, centrifuge
modelling has been undertaken to investigate the failure
mechanism of plate anchors under sustained loading. In
tests with high levels of sustained load (that do not generate
failure), a gap developed at the base of the anchor, which
modified the soil flow compared to the traditional full flow
round upon undrained failure. This was further interpreted
by large deformation finite element (LDFE) analysis using
the modified Cam-Clay Model, which established the pore
pressure field and its evolution with time. Under low levels of
sustained loading, the anchor displacement rate at the end
of the consolidation process generates drained conditions
and the anchor invert remains bonded to the soil. Under
higher levels of sustained loading, however, consolidation at
the base of the anchor is faster and ends earlier than at the
anchor top. This results in the effective stresses at the base
of the anchor reducing to zero, so tensile stresses cannot
be sustained. Results also demonstrate that sustained
loading can be maintained indefinitely if the displacement
at application of the sustained loading remains lower than a
threshold level.
Centrifuge tests were also performed to investigate the
cyclic capacity of plate anchors in sand. Results were
interpreted using an elasto-plastic macro-element model
extended with expandable bounding and memory surfaces
that address the increase in strength or stiffness caused
by changes in soil density and fabric when the anchor is
subject to cyclic loading in dense sand (Figure 21). Results
showed that anchor capacity is affected by the magnitude
of the peak cyclic load, with increases in ultimate capacity
that are up to 13% higher than the monotonic capacity.
However, when the loading sequences include cyclic
components with magnitudes that approach or exceed the
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monotonic capacity, the current load state is progressively
pushed to the boundary of the memory surface soil,
such that the soil is primarily subjected to shear rather
than densification and no increases in anchor capacity
are observed.
Meanwhile, the work on helical and dynamically penetrated
anchors has been pursued, both experimentally and
numerically. The capacity of multi-helix anchors in sand has
been quantified, while torque-normal force relationships for
helical anchors in clay have been refined.
Further development of the DEPLA has also been
undertaken to refine the anchor capacity and develop
a design methodology that can be readily applied by
practitioners. Three-dimensional dynamic large deformation
FE analyses were also carried out using the Coupled
Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. For clay, the soil was
modelled as an elasto-perfectly plastic material obeying
a Tresca yield criterion, but extended to capture strainrate and strain-softening effects following the models
of Herschel-Bulkley and Einav-Randolph. This has led
to develop prediction models for both installation and
operation, accounting for the actual failure mechanisms,
high strain rates and potential anchor diving.
Key Researchers: Christophe Gaudin, Colm O’Beirne,
Anthony Blanke, Conleth O’Loughlin and Xiaojun Li

Figure 21: Elasto-plastic macro-element model with expandable
bounding and memory surfaces to model the behaviour of a plate
anchor in: (a) model surfaces in VHM space; (b) response of dense
sand subjected to monotonic loading; (c) stress paths in H-V space
and (d) response to cyclic loading. The model captures the increase
in stiffness and strength attributed to sand densification and fabric
effects and is able to reproduce the post cyclic capacity increase
observed in the centrifuge results (after Chow et al., 2015).

Numerical Modelling Technology Highlight
Harvesting the benefits of consolidation
for design of subsea mudmats for pipeline
infrastructure
Pipeline infrastructure for deep-water oil and gas
developments is typically supported by shallow foundations
or ‘mudmats’. Subsea pipelines experience periodic thermal
expansion and contraction during operation, imposing
significant operational loads on the mudmats supporting
pipeline infrastructure. The geotechnical challenge in
mudmat design is that the size and weight of subsea
mudmats derived from the conventional design methods
(e.g.API, 2011; ISO, 2003) often exceed the handling
capabilities of the current installation vessel.
Undrained soil shear strength on normally consolidated
seabed will increase following loading and a period of
rest due to consolidation in the subsoil. Consolidated
undrained strength can be drawn on to reduce mudmat
footprints due to increased load-carrying capacity. The
benefits of consolidation are particularly pertinent for
subsea foundations as a significant time lag typically occurs
between set down of the mudmat and operation of the
attached pipelines.
Small strain finite element analyses incorporating with
the critical state soil mechanics model, Modified CamClay, have been carried out to investigate the effect of
consolidation on (i) undrained six-degree-of-freedom load
carrying capacity of a traditional static mudmat following

Capacity gains due to mudmat self-weight induced consolidation prior
to pipeline start up.

self-weight consolidation and (ii) the performance of a
tolerably mobile foundation. Results have shown that the
load-carrying capacity of stationary mudmats increases
proportionally with degree of preloading and consolidation.
This finding has been incorporated into a failure envelope
based design method for use in practice. Results from
analysis of mobile mudmats has demonstrated that the
reconsolidation between episodes of sliding leading to a
reduction in void ratio of subsoil and hence increase in
soil shear strength and settlement of the foundation. The
numerical results are in good agreement with centrifuge
model test results, thus offering options of parametric
analyses of foundation, soil and loading conditions that
would be impractical or impossible to investigate through
physical modelling.
More details of this work can be found in:
Feng, X. and Gourvenec, S. (2014) Consolidated undrained
load-carrying capacities of mudmats under combined
loading in six degrees-of-freedom. Géotechnique (in press)
doi: 10.1680/geot./14-P-090.
Feng, X. and Gourvenec, S. (2015) Whole-life cyclic
shearing and reconsolidation response around a mobile
foundation (In preparation).

A critical state interpretation of remoulding (due to mudmat sliding) and
reconsolidation of soil beneath a mobile mudmat.
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Physical Modelling Technology Highlight
Hole closure behind dynamically installed
‘torpedo’ anchors
A deep-flow round soil failure mechanism in the wake
of quasistatic installations has been the focus of much
research in recent years. Studies have primarily aimed to
address the improper use of a constant bearing capacity
factor for full-flow penetrometers - such as the T-bar and
piezoball - and spudcan foundations, at shallow depths.
However, our existing understanding of soil behaviour
behind advancing high speed projectiles is lacking and
provided an opportunity for further research, especially
since related assumptions can significantly influence
the performance of free-fall penetrometers, dynamically
installed anchors and other projectiles.
COFS has recently performed a centrifuge study to
investigate hole closure mechanisms in the wake of
dynamically installed anchors in soft sediment. This study
is the first ever to observe deep-flow, and associated
hole-closure mechanisms. New apparatus was developed
for the beam centrifuge facilitating experiments using a
high-speed camera to observe the hole-closure mechanism
for cylindrical projectiles of varying aspect ratios. Four
hole closure mechanisms were identified corresponding to
increases in kaolin clay sample over-consolidation ratios.

Images taken by the high speed camera during dynamic penetration of
an anchor. In this particular case, where the over-consolidation ratio of
the soil is low, full round flow hole closure occurs immediately behind
the projectile.

In contrast, the aspect ratio of the cylindrical projectiles
did not affect the hole-closure mechanism. An important
outcome of the study was the similarity between dynamic
and static penetration. The study demonstrated that it

Beam centrifuge setup to investigate dynamic penetration of torpedo
anchors and subsequent hole closure. An automatic release mechanism
coupled with pairs of photo emitter receiver enable to model free fall of
the anchor and to measure its velocity at impact, which typically ranges
from 8 to 18 m/s. A high-speed camera captures images of the impact
at a frequency of 2269 frames per second.
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Illustration of the different types of hole closure and surface heave
behind torpedo anchors as a function of the strength of the soil from
soft clay (top image) to stiff clay (bottom image).

Key Researchers: Colm O'Beirne, Conleth O'Loughlin and
Christophe Gaudin.

is reasonable to assert that the transition depth for full
soil flow in the wake of high speed dynamically installed
projectiles is analogous to quasistatic installations when
using a relationship with the dimensionless strength ratio,
su / γ’D (where D is the diameter of the projectile and γ’ is the
soils effective unit weight). As a consequence, the depth
at which a full-flow mechanism developed was shown
to agree with a model derived from quasistatic piezoball
penetrometer experiments (see Morton et al. 2014). For
dynamically installed anchors with typical impact velocities
of 25 - 30 m/s and consequently high embedment depths,

it is likely that the soil shear strength at deep sea sites
will never cause open holes behind the cylindrical shaft
to remain open. Accordingly, a conservative theoretical
embedment model should be used at deep sea sites,
incorporating a reverse end bearing resistance force.
More details of this work can be found in:
O’Beirne C., O’Loughlin C.D., Gaudin C. (2015). Critical
depth for hole closure behind free-fall projectiles in soft clay.
Géotechnique Letters (Under review).

Georisk Highlight 1
Probabilistic technique for improved soil
strata identification
The complex seabed sediments in current practice cause
much uncertainty in the design of offshore foundations,
hampering the safe operation of oil and gas platforms.
Identification of soil stratification is vital to geotechnical
structural design and construction, where the soil layers,
soil type and properties are necessary inputs. Although
methods are available for classifying the soil profiling using
measured CPT data, the identification of soil stratification
at unsampled locations is still difficult due to variability in
natural soil. COFS’ Georisk stream has recently developed
a probabilistic method to rigorously predict soil stratification
and properties at unsampled locations by explicitly
filtering the uncertainties in soil classification systems.
This technology provides a method to clearly identify the
soil strata and reduce the uncertainties in prediction of
design properties, paving the way for a more cost-effective
geotechnical design.

Predicted soil profile considering the variability in natural soil.

Predicted soil types map using the probabilistic technique.
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Georisk Highlight 2
Use of monitored data to update
predictions: Bayesian updating
The deterministic model leading to a single prediction based
on the existing information is sometimes of limited value,
especially when the observed response deviates from the
prediction (as inevitably it will). Bayes Theorem provides
a theoretical framework to allow updating the predictions
with the monitored data. This could be done in real-time
allowing engineers determining its significance to benefit
from updated predictions. A Bayesian framework to update
the probabilities forecast with observations made during
installation was introduced by COFS’ Georisk stream.
Example analysis showed how a prediction prior to an
installation could be updated with monitored data, and how
the statistics such as the probability that a peak punchthrough pressure would occur before preload is reached
can be changed. The approach is potentially an extremely
powerful tool for the jack-up industry, as measured
installation data are commonly available. These results will
be presented as a keynote at the 2015 ISFOG conference.

Prior probability surface (calculated before
installation). The circles are contours of probability
of punch through. The cross is there deterministic
mean value.

qup ≤ qpreload

Prior probability surface (calculated before
installation). The circles are contours of probability
of punch through. The cross is their deterministic
mean value.
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Physical Modelling
Technology Highlight
Retrieval of subsea foundations
Shallow foundations have been widely used in the offshore
oil and gas industry as the support for gravity-based
structures, fixed platforms or subsea infrastructure such
as pipeline end manifolds and terminations. Depending on
their application, they are often extracted at the end of their
operational life and during operation they may be subjected
to uplift loadings due to buoyancy, overturning moments or
retrieval operations. Under uplift, negative pore pressures
(suctions) may be generated in the soil, which contributes
to increase the uplift resistance. This is beneficial during the
operational stage of offshore structures, but is impeditive
for retrieval of subsea structures. Traditional methods to
assess uplift resistance only consider the uplift of shallow
foundations under either purely drained or purely undrained
soil conditions, in which the suction is ignored and the soil
is simplified as a single-phase material. During the last three
years, COFS has undertaken a physical and numerical
modelling programme to investigate the uplift resistance
of subsea structures as a function of the generation
and dissipation of suction (strictly negative excess
pore pressures at the seabed) in clay soils, modelling
the soil as a two-phase material over a wide range of
drainage conditions.
The uplift resistance was found to be a function of the rate
of suction generation and dissipation in the soil and the
occurrence of breakout at the foundation invert, which both
depends on the uplift rate, the direction and application
of the loading, the consolidation characteristics of the soil
and the loading history prior to uplift. With increasing uplift
velocity, the resistance increases due to the changes in soil
drainage conditions and viscosity effects. The application
of preloading may decrease or augment the subsequent
uplift capacity depending on the magnitude and duration of
preloading, which first remould the soil and then strengthen
it. Breakout at the structure interface limits the sustainability
of suction and consequently reduces the uplift resistance.
It is generated when the effective stress at the interface
tends to zero, and may occur before or after the
development of the theoretical peak uplift resistance
depending on the stress history, and most importantly, the
boundary conditions at soil-structure interface. Mitigation
measures were devised resulting in an optimal strategy to
retrieve subsea structures from the seabed. The method
combines perforation (to accelerate the dissipation
of suction pressures) and eccentric uplift (to facilitate
breakout), and can potentially lead to a reduction in uplift
resistance of up to 80%.

The research undertaken provides a comprehensive
understanding of the suction generation and dissipation
mechanisms in clay, and enables a more accurate
prediction of the uplift resistance of shallow foundations.
The results are generalised so they can be directly applied
to practical offshore problems. The outcomes of this study
also provide insights into the uplift behaviour of other
structures such as pipelines and anchors.
More details of this work can be found in:
Li X., Gaudin C., Tian Y., Cassidy M.J. (2014). Centrifuge
modelling of the uplift of perforated mudmats on clay.
Canadian Geotechnical Journal. 51(3): 332-345. DOI:
10.1139/cgj-2013-0110.
Li X., Gaudin C., Tian Y., Cassidy M.J. (2015). Comparative
study of compression and uplift of shallow foundations.
Computer and Geotechnics. (In press).

A reduction in loading velocity - associated with the generation of
partially drained conditions – increases the bearing capacity of shallow
foundations (sub-figure (a)) due to the increase in effective stresses, but
decreases the uplift resistance due to the reduction in suction (negative
excess pore pressures) (sub-figure (b)).

Lix, X. (2015) The uplift of offshore shallow foundations.
PhD thesis. (Under review).
Key Researchers: Xiaojun Li and Christophe Gaudin.

Increase in uplift capacity as a function of the loading history. Preloading
applied on the structure followed by consolidation, prior to uplift, may
increase the uplift resistance by up to 75%.

Suction developed at the invert of a subsea structures during uplift as
a function of the uplift velocity. No suction is developed if the velocity is
low enough to generate fully drained conditions. Undrained conditions
are reached at a velocity one order of magnitude greater than in
compression due to the shortening of the drainage paths during uplift.
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UWA’s geotechnical
centrifuge facilities
centre for offshore foundation systems

The world leading centrifuge facilities at COFS provide crucial
geotechnical data and prediction models that enable the development of
safe, economical and robust geotechnical structures for offshore industry.
COFS currently operates the only geotechnical centrifuge facility in
Australia, and is equipped with a 3.6 m diameter fixed beam centrifuge
and a second 1.2 m drum centrifuge. A third 10 m diameter centrifuge
will be housed in the upcoming Indian Ocean Marine Research Centre
at UWA starting in 2015.

How it works:
The centrifuge spins scale models
at incredible speeds to increase the
gravitational forces acting on the models.
This allows self-weight stresses in
the field to be replicated in centrifuge
tests. Test results can then be applied
in the field on full-scale pipelines,
anchors, caissons and other offshore
infrastructure at a fraction of the cost
and hazard.
The centrifuge team, headed by
Christophe Gaudin (COFS Deputy
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Director and Centrifuge Manager), and
Conleth O’Loughlin (Deputy Centrifuge
Manager), maintain a busy schedule of
centrifuge experiments from local and
international academics and industry
clients. The centrifuge team works
closely with our in-house workshop
to design and test scale models of
offshore infrastructure components.
The centrifuges are usually booked
out 12-18 months in advance, as
clients queue up for the best facilities
in the business.

UWA’s Numerical
Modelling Capabilities
for Offshore Engineering
CENTRE FOR OFFSHORE FOUNDATION SYSTEMS

MODELLING SEABED SOFTENING AND RATE EFFECTS DURING PIPELINE PENETRATION

For example: Abaqus
implicit and CEL; Plaxis;
Optum; Uintah; ANySIM;
DIFFRACT; OpenFOAM;
Orcaflex; USFOS.

The Numerical Modelling Technology
research stream at the Centre for
Offshore Foundation Systems (COFS)
at The University of Western Australia
(UWA) develops innovative computational
techniques and tools necessary
to model offshore processes and
infrastructure, with a focus on developing
computational algorithms capturing
multi-phase sediment response,
consolidation and strain rate effects in
large deformation problems, multi-body
hydrodynamic responses and non-linear
soil-fluid-structure interaction.

Analysis with in-house
developed software.
For example: Large
deformation FEA;
Remeshing and
Interpolation Technique
with Small Strain (RITSS);
Material Point Methods
(MPM); Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN); and
Constrained New Wave
(CNW) software.

Technology development

Analysis with
commercial and
academic software
across geotechnics,
hydrodynamics and
structural response.

Advanced analysis

Standard analysis

Offshore engineering design
faces numerous geotechnical,
hydrodynamic and structural
challenges related to the nature
of the operating environment.
Prediction of performance
of offshore infrastructure
may involve consideration of
geotechnical, hydrodynamic
and structural response and
interactions at the soil-fluidstructure interfaces.

Research from the Numerical Modelling
Technology research stream at COFS
has contributed to a number of
predictive design methods used widely
in engineering practice and codified in
international design guidelines.
A range of numerical modelling
capabilities are available at the Centre
for Offshore Foundation Systems (COFS)
from analysis with commercial software
to development of in-house software and
analysis methods.

Development of
subroutines and
software to improve
computational
efficiency and
capabilities.
For example:
Cyclic loading;
Rate dependency;
Boundary element
hydro-dynamics;
non-linear potential flow;
non-linear riser response.

MODELLING A JACK-UP UNDER EXTREME WAVES

NUMERICAL MODELLING CAPABILITIES AT COFS
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Centrifuge laboratory
Breaking ground in the carpark just south of the COFS
centrifuge laboratory, was the start of the slow but steady
rise of the new Indian Ocean Marine Research Centre
building during 2014. This brought more immediacy
and realism to our plans to relocate to a new centrifuge
laboratory in 2016, capped with the commissioning of
a third 10 m diameter 130 g-tonne beam centrifuge. In
November, COFS visited Actidyn in France to supervise
the last manufacturing steps of the facility before its final
assembly to be completed by April 2015.
So for the centrifuge team, 2014 was a year of planning,
initiating developments for the move and designing new
equipment for the new centrifuge. This includes notably
a detailed layout of the new centrifuge laboratory that
will facilitate the work flow between the three centrifuge
facilities; the development of actuators and control systems
for the new centrifuge; the development of telepresence
capabilities in the control command rooms; the
development of all the operations and safety procedures;
and the preparation of the official launch of the National
Geotechnical Centrifuge Facilities (NGCF). The NGCF is the
structure supported by the ARC and five other university
partners (the University of Newcastle, the University of
Wollongong, Queensland University, Monash University and
the University of Adelaide) that will manage and operate the
three centrifuge facilities. The NGCF will launch its website
in early 2015 (www.ngcf.edu.au), which will progressively
feature specific capabilities to facilitate interactions with
users worldwide (online booking systems, data centre, live
video streaming, etc.).

Figure 22: The chamber of the new 10 m diameter beam centrifuge, to
be commissioned in August 2016.

Figure 23: New 10m centrifuge spinning at Actidyn France.

Figure 24: The pedestal of the upcoming 10 m diameter beam
centrifuge during the final manufacturing stage.

Along with the developments for the new facility,
developments have also been undertaken for our existing
centrifuges to ensure that we continue to keep abreast
and utilise the latest in technology that can be applied to
physical modelling.
A particular technology that is starting to be core to our
control systems, both in the centrifuge laboratory and the
soils laboratory, is the CompactRIO platform from National
Instruments. This powerful industrial computer allows
the designer direct access to the computer’s hardware,
enabling virtually unlimited programming flexibility and
extremely high processing speeds. During 2014 we
upgraded our old but trusty high-pressure consolidation
press, which we use for creating pre-consolidated
centrifuge clay and silt samples on the laboratory floor. The
press, which we commonly refer to as the “red press” is not
only sporting a new coat of red powder coating, but has
been completed upgraded with an electrically driven motor
controlled by a CompactRIO and a new Labview software
interface on a touch screen display built into the control
panel. The new system allows any sequence of loading to
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Figure 25: The revamped ‘red press’.

be applied, with capabilities similar to that available for our
centrifuge actuators, but importantly can control the load
applied using a load cell resolution of 1.4 N, within an overall
range of about 100 kN, meaning that the consolidation
pressure can be controlled using a resolution of 0.005
kPa for our standard beam centrifuge strongbox. This is
a considerable improvement over the ~5 kPa resolution
achievable with the old hydraulically controlled system.
Although much of the functionality available for the
consolidation press will not be utilised for creating preconsolidated samples, the building blocks in the control
software are available for use on various other platforms,
such as our centrifuge actuator systems, which are due
for a timely upgrade to CompactRio during 2015, and our
beam centrifuge “flight control” system, which has been
in place for 25 years. The speed of the beam centrifuge
is currently controlled by software coded in DOS and
running on an old Pentium 1 PC. A few hard drive failures
have resulted in a diminishment of our supply of the now
obsolete Pentiums needed to run this software, which has
been the catalyst for deciding to upgrade the flight control
system to current technology. Again, the control will be with
a CompactRIO 9066 with a fresh and functional software
interface coded in Labview.
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Figure 26: Old and new interfaces for the beam control software.

The centrifuge team are looking forward to the increased
testing functionality and opportunities made available by
these developments. Particular examples coming up in
2015 are high frequency cyclic loading of foundations for
offshore renewable energy devices and mooring lines for
taut-leg systems.

Geotechnical testing laboratory
The Geotechnical Testing Laboratory at COFS provides
multiple services that include support to teaching
activities, academic research and industry projects. In
2014, and similar to previous years, over 300 students
had the opportunity to use the laboratory facilities as part
of their curriculum. The laboratory also assisted around
85 academic users with different geotechnical skills and
backgrounds (final year project students, post-graduate
students, international visitors, and academic staff). As part
of the industry services the Geotechnical Testing Laboratory
produced more than 15 technical reports for 7 industry
clients. Most of these projects are related to oil and gas or
mining projects within Australia and overseas.
As part of the in-house research and development
program, the Geotechnical Testing Laboratory has acquired
new equipment and it’s been continuing to develop
its own control software. New equipment under major
development includes two Simple Shear and one Triaxial
apparatus. Some highlights about these new devices are
described below:

UWA simple shear apparatus
The new UWA simple shear device (Figure 27) utilises a
new digital pressure controller designed and developed
by the electronic workshop at COFS for better stability
and faster response during testing. In addition, the new
simple shear developed in 2014 includes higher accuracy
and resolution sensors for better control during closedloop testing conditions. A new motion control system
also provides more reliable communication between all
system components. Over the last year, the new simple
shear software (Figure 28) has also being been upgraded
to include new features such as additional cyclic loading
capabilities such as new waveforms and frequency ranges,
compatibility with various types of pressure controllers, and
more improvements on its graphic user interface that make
the test operation and monitoring much easier and more
efficient than in previous models.

Figure 27: New UWA simple shear apparatus (2nd generation).

Figure 28: New control software developed for the new UWA Simple
Shear apparatus.

UWA triaxial apparatus
Following the success of the new features and
improvements from the upgraded UWA Simple Shear
apparatus, the new UWA Triaxial (Figure 29) will include
similar state-of-the-art control and data acquisition
technology. This means this new device will also be
equipped with digital pressure controllers, a state-of-theart motion controller system and high-precision sensors.
The triaxial software program (Figure 30) has also been
upgraded with a new graphic user interface for simplicity
and ease of control and operation.

Figure 29: New UWA triaxial device.
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Figure 30: New control software developed for the new UWA
Triaxial apparatus.

Future projects
In October 2014 the COFS Geotechnical Testing Laboratory
started a new partnership with the Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute (NGI) and initiated a major collaborative research
program. This research will focus on the evaluation of
cyclic behaviour of various types of soils that are relevant to
both COFS and NGI projects and allow close cooperation
and unification of testing procedures and devices used at
both laboratories. As part of this partnership, in November
2014 the Geotechnical Testing Laboratory received the
distinguished visit of Dr. Rune Dyvik from NGI Oslo (Figure
31) to meet the staff and learn about the lab capabilities
and in-house devices at COFS. In 2015, Antonio Carraro
will visit the geotechnical laboratory at NGI to continue the
collaborative efforts started by Rune Dyvik’s visit to COFS
in 2014.
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Figure 31: From left to right: Senior Engineer Yaurel Guadalupe-Torres,
visitor Rune Dyvik (NGI) and Geotechnical Laboratory Manager Antonio
Carraro in the “advanced level testing room” of the Geotechnical Testing
Laboratory at COFS.

O-Tube laboratory
The O-Tube flumes continued to operate strongly in 2014,
being used for applied research and to support actual
design for a number of industry projects offshore Australia
and the UK.

O-Tube in Numbers
ÌÌ O-Tube

The O-Tube flumes are a UWA innovation which comprise
of an enclosed recirculating flume driven by an impeller.
Three O-Tube flumes have been established at UWA: a
large O-Tube flume, small O-Tube flume and a mini O-Tube
flume. The key advantages of each of these O-Tubes is that
the impeller can be used to drive waves and currents in
combination, whilst the enclosed tunnel ensures that very
large wave velocities can be produced (to replicate nearbed cyclonic conditions or strong internal waves).
Since 2009 the O-Tubes have been used to support
research into new techniques for the stability design
of subsea pipelines, as well as research on other fluidsoil-interaction problems. Work with the O-Tubes is
led by Professor Liang Cheng from the School of Civil,
Environmental and Mining Engineering, Professor
David White who is the Shell EMI Professor of Offshore
Engineering, and the facilities are managed by Dr Hongwei
An and Dr Scott Draper.
During 2014 research conducted using the O-Tubes was
published on a range of scour problems, including the
stability of pipelines in large storms, suction scour of rock
berms, scour on thin veneers of sediment, backfilled
submarine trenches and image analysis to calculate shear
stress beneath subsea pipelines. Each of these research
topics focused on problems of relevance in offshore
engineering in Australia.

facilities in the world: 1
of O-Tubes at UWA: 3
ÌÌ Year O-Tube program was established: 2009
ÌÌ Maximum current velocity in Large O-Tube: 3 m/s
ÌÌ Benefit-to-cost ratio on investment quoted by industry partner,
Woodside: 10-1
ÌÌ Millions of dollars invested in developing the UWA O-Tube
program: >4
ÌÌ National awards won by the O-Tube program: 5
ÌÌ Number

Contract research in the facility during 2014 investigated
the performance of scour protection, heat transfer
measurements for pipelines placed beneath a rock berm,
flow measurement and visualisation of artificial reefs,
and ongoing applied research on pipelines as part of the
STABLEpipe Joint Industry Project.
The Large O-Tube was also host to some prominent
visitors throughout the year, with special events held for
the Honourable Bill Marmion (WA Minister for Mines and
Petroleum) and Roy Krzywosinski (managing director of
Chevron Australia). Both visits provided an opportunity
to communicate the impactful research that is being
undertaken using the O-Tube, and how this research is
influencing subsea engineering offshore Australia.
Later in the year the O-Tube also played host to a delegation
from the 7th International Conference on Scour and Erosion.
The achievements of the O-Tube program were marked
in 2014 by the O-Tube team winning the AIRG (Australian
Industrial Research Group) medal for Australasian
Technological Innovation.

Figure 32: The large O-Tube at UWA’s Shenton Park campus.
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Draper, S., An, H., Cheng, L., White, D. J., and Griffiths, T.
(2015). Stability of subsea pipelines during large storms.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London
A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences,
373(2033), 20140106.
Draper, S., Cheng, L., White, D.J., Leckie, S. (2014) Imagebased approach to calculate sediment transport rate and
estimate seabed shear stress during scour, 7th International
Conference on Scour and Erosion, Perth, Australia.

Figure 33: Dr Hongwei An presenting the Large O-Tube to the
Honourable Bill Marmion and industry visitors.

Draper, S., Cheng, L., Sun, W., An, H., White, D., Bransby,
F., Borges-Rodriguez, A. and Griffiths, T. (2014) Pipeline
scour and self-burial on a thin veneer of sand overlying rock
due to steady currents, 7th International Conference on
Scour and Erosion, Perth, Australia.
Zhao, F., Draper, S. and Cheng, L. (2014) Experimental
and Numerical Scour Investigation of a Backfilled Trench,
7th International Conference on Scour and Erosion,
Perth, Australia.

Figure 34: Rock berm stability testing in the O-Tube. Flow from left
to right.

Figure 35: Scour around a model pile of finite height.
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An, H., Cheng, L., Luo, C., Draper, S., White, D.J. and Jas,
E. (2014) Sediment transport behaviour in the voids of a
rock berm. 7th International Conference on Scour and
Erosion, Perth, Australia.

Rock mechanics laboratory
During 2014 the rock mechanics laboratory activity
concentrated on the following three aspects:
1. Rock fragmentation at blasting and rockbursts
2. New testing method for estimation of in situ stress using
the memory technique for deep mining
3. Further development of the fan-hinged shear rupture
mechanism as a source of earthquakes and shear
rupture rockbursts
Some information about the fan-mechanism was presented
in the annual report for 2013. In the current report we
introduce a brief overview about two other aspects of the
laboratory activity.

Rock fragmentation at blasting
and rockbursts
Rock fragmentation caused by blasting or rockbursts is not
well understood. In 2012-2014 the COFS rock mechanics
laboratory was involved in research associated with
extraordinary rock fragmentation observed at blasting in the
Coegakop Quarry (South Africa). The laboratory was invited
to the project because it has a unique testing machine
capable to explore extremely strong and brittle rocks in the
post-peak region.
A new brittleness index and a universal scale of brittleness
were developed to better understand the situation at
compressive failure. The brittleness index K1 = dWr/dWe
is determined by the ratio between the post-peak rupture
energy dWr and elastic energy dWe accumulated in the
failing material at the peak stress. The brittleness index K1
is based on sound physics principles and characterises
the capability of the rock for self-sustaining failure due to
the elastic energy available from the material. The universal
scale of brittleness is shown in Figure 36a. The complete
curves (stress σ vs. axial strain ε) illustrate here how the
different curve shapes describe a variation in brittleness.
Areas defined by the red triangle correspond to elastic
energy dWe, while the grey areas represent the post-peak
rupture energy dWr. The scale of brittleness shows variation
in brittleness from absolute brittleness to ductility. The
absolute brittleness is characterised by Wr = 0 and K1 = 0.

microstructure of the Coegakop quartzite is unique: grain
boundaries consisting of interfingering sutures cement
the grains together so firmly that when rock is fractured,
the fractures pass through the grains not around them as
observed for ‘normal’ rocks. Due to the unique structure,
mechanical properties of the Coegakop quartzite and its
behaviour at dynamic failure are similar to glass.
It is known that rock fragmentation at blasting is caused by
1) compressive stress waves and 2) tensile stress waves
reflected from free surfaces. Special studies conducted in
the laboratory allowed estimating the contribution of each
fragmentation mechanism for rocks of different brittleness.
It was established, in particular, that extraordinary
fragmentation of the Coegakop quartzite is caused solely
by the second mechanism associated with superposition
of tensile stress waves reflected from free surfaces.
Fragmentation mechanisms operating during rockbursts
were also studied and analysed.

Figure 36: Universal scale of rock brittleness at compression and two
sets of stress-strain curves for two types of quartzite

Figures 36b and 36c show dramatic difference in
mechanical properties of two types of quartzites
(Witwatersrand and Coegakop, both from South Africa).
Unlike the Witwatersrand quartzite, the Coegakop is
characterised by extremely high strength (about 400 MPa)
and brittleness (K1 ≈ 0.05). Values of post-peak modulus
M = dσ/dε and elastic modulus E = dσ/dε for this quartzite
are very close indicating the brittleness approaching the
absolute brittleness. Further studies showed that the
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New testing method for estimation of in
situ stress using the memory technique for
deep mining
This search was conducted in collaboration with Professor
Phil Dight (Australian Centre for Geomechanics). The
deformation rate analysis (DRA) technique was first
reported in Japan in 1990. The method can provide the in
situ stress on the basis of testing oriented rock samples
recovered from depth. However, many rock samples
recovered from depth have unconfined strengths which
are similar to the overburden stress. If these rocks are
tested without confinement there is a high probability that
the stress memory will not be recovered before the rocks
break. The idea proposed by Professor Dight, namely,
that rock memory can be recovered using confined tests
was confirmed in the COFS rock physics laboratory. The
new stress measurement program was conducted for the
Henderson Mine. A series of test samples oriented in six
directions were tested at confining pressures up to 50 MPa
in a sophisticated, stiff triaxial stress cell equipped with
specially designed very sensitive gauges. The new method
and the in situ stress estimated was reported in the 7th
International Conference on Deep and High Stress Mining
2014, held in Sudbury, Canada.
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Industry links
Keppel Offshore and Marine Technology
(KOMtech), Singapore
The link with Keppel Offshore and Marine Technology
(KOMtech), Singapore, is continuing through numerous
short term consultancy projects and long term ARC Linkage
projects, and through the interaction on the International
Standard Organisation’s committee on jack-ups. Recent
long term research collaborations through ARC Linkage
projects include hybrid foundation systems (led by
Christophe Gaudin, Mark Cassidy and Britta Bienen) and
direct CPT to spudcan design approach (led by Shazzad
Hossain, Mark Randolph and Mark Cassidy).
Through short term consultancy projects, Mark Randolph
provided high level advice in respect of potential impact
forces between the seabed and the spudcan foundations
of mobile jack-up units, as a result of the dynamic motion
of the jack-up unit; Britta Bienen provided expertise on
the capacity of skirted spudcans under combined loading
based on a numerical study; and Christophe Gaudin
and Conleth O’Loughlin investigated the feasibility and
performance of a novel design of spudcan foundation
featuring peripheral skirt with side openings, with the aim
of achieving the required fixities against combined vertical,
horizontal and moment loading in clay over sand deposits.
The Linkage Project LP110100174 was successfully
completed in 2014. Stefanus Safinus, Shazzad Hossain,
Mark Cassidy and Mark Randolph developed an automated
approach for interpretation of layering, soil strength
properties for each identified layer, and spudcan penetration
resistance profile directly from field penetrometer data.
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Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering
Co. Ltd.
Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co. Ltd.
(DSME) is one of the world’s largest builders of ships and
structures for the offshore oil and gas industry. In early
2013, Dr Hang Sub Urm, Executive Vice President, Head
of DSME R&D Institute and Shazzad Hossain initiated a
collaboration between DSME and COFS primarily through
a project on spudcan foundations: spudcan-soil interaction
during building a jack-up rig at DSME shipyard. Successful
completion of that project has led to two projects: (i) threeyear ARC Linkage Project LP140100066 (CIs: Shazzad
Hossain, Mark Cassidy, Yuxia Hu; RA: Youngho Kim) with
industry partner DSME (PIs: Jonghwa Won, Jong-Sik Park,
Seong-Jong Kim) contributing 40% of the total budget; (ii)
short term project on suction caissons: numerical analysis
techniques for suction caisson anchor-soil interaction
(investigators: Shazzad Hossain, Mi Zhou). As part of this
collaboration, Dr Jonghwa Won from DSME visited COFS
for six months starting from February 2014. DSME also
invited Shazzad Hossain, Youngho Kim and Stefanus
Safinus to visit its shipyard at Okpo, Goeje city (see Figure
37) and showed the locations where a jack-up rig is
being built. It is planned that the rig will be proof tested in
September 2015 in the presence of a team from COFS.

Hyundai Engineering & Construction, Korea
A memorandum of understanding was signed between
R&D Division, Hyundai Engineering & Construction, Korea
and COFS in 2013. The following year, in 2014, Hyundai
supported collaborative research between Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and COFS.
In June 2014, Hyundai invited a COFS team (Shazzad
Hossain, Youngho Kim, Stefanus Safinus) to its head office
in Seoul to have a discussion on ways of developing future
research initiatives together. Shazzad delivered a snapshot
of research facilities at COFS and the research projects he
is focusing on (Figure 38).

Figure 38: Shazzad delivering a seminar at Hyundai, Seoul, Korea.

RIGSS JIP: supported by Benthic Geotech,
Fugro, Shell, Total and Woodside
A Joint Industry Project led by the COFS at the University of
Western Australia entitled Remote Intelligent Geotechnical
Seabed Surveys (RIGSS) has kicked off with 5 industry
participants – Benthic Geotech, Fugro, Shell, Total and
Woodside. The RIGSS JIP will deliver new sensors, tools
and engineering design methods that will enable more
intelligent and efficient seabed surveys.

Figure 37: COFS delegates visiting DSME shipyard in Goeje, Korea
(L-R: Jonghwa, Youngho, Shazzad, Stefanus and Joonmo).

The aim of the JIP is to advance geotechnical site
investigation technology through improved control and
instrumentation, new types of sensors – penetrometer and
other tools – and new engineering design methods that
apply the SI data more directly to geotechnical design.
The remote and intelligent sensors will be deployed
from a seabed frame or ROV-based platform, or may be
deployable into box core samples on deck.
These arrangements will allow SIs to be more effective,
gathering better geotechnical data and making more
efficient use of survey time. The new sensors, including
novel penetrometers invented at COFS, will provide more
detailed measurements of soil response, through seabed
interactions that are more directly relevant to engineering
design. For example, a compact instrumented pipe-like
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penetrometer such as the COFS-invented toroidal device is
more suited to the determination of pipe-soil friction factors,
than the traditional cone penetrometer.
COFS has worked closely with industry for the past 15
years. During this time, Professor Mark Randolph has
pioneered the development of new seabed penetrometers
including the T-bar and piezoball devices, which are
now widely used offshore. This new phase of research,
supported by both Operators and Survey Contractors,
includes other new penetrometer devices, such as
the larger hemiball and toroid devices. These tools are
particularly suited to near-surface characterisation for
pipelines and shallow foundations.
The RIGSS JIP has 6 Work Packages, targeting different
technologies that have been chosen for their potential
impacting on survey practice and engineering design.
These packages are:
1. control, actuation and acquisition
2. surface penetrometers
3. deep penetrometers
4. free fall penetrometers
5. in situ erosion and scour measurements
6. blue sky tools.
The JIP has a particular, but not exclusive, focus on shallow
seabed site investigation over extensive areas, such as
for pipelines and subsea infrastructures, where low-cost,
remotely operated site investigation tools and smart
testing techniques offer potential improvements relative to
current practice.

Figure 39: RIGSS JIP visions.

The deliverables will include recommended practices for
planning, executing and interpreting tests using the new
sensors, and new methodologies to perform engineering
design based on the gathered data. Also, COFS will deliver
electronic engineering drawings of the optimised designs of
the new sensors, allowing Contractors to fabricate their own
devices, to suit their proprietary equipment.
The COFS researchers are building prototype versions
of the new tools that will be proven in the field during
the JIP, and we are also delivering detailed designs
and interpretation routines to allow rapid deployment in
offshore practice.

Figure 40: Sam Stanier, RIGSS JIP Lead Researcher developing a
toroidal penetrometer device.

The research will be underpinned by experimental and
numerical modelling at COFS, including a major program of
centrifuge testing, as well as field-scale trials at Australia’s
national soft clay test site, located at Ballina in NSW.
Figure 41: RIGSS JIP initial participants.

For more information contact: Professor David White
(Project Manager, david.white@uwa.edu.au) or Dr Sam
Stanier (Lead Researcher, sam.stanier@uwa.edu.au)
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Shell EMI Chair in Offshore Engineering

Technip

The Shell EMI Chair in Offshore Engineering is funded by
Shell Australia and supports four UWA academics who are
administered within COFS:
ÌÌ The Shell EMI Professor of Offshore Engineering,
David White
ÌÌ The Shell EMI Professor of Offshore Structures,
Mike Efthymiou (formerly Shell’s General Manager
of Offshore Structures)
ÌÌ Two Assistant Professors: Dr Wenhua Zhao and
Dr Hugh Wolgamot.

Three projects began with Technip during late 2014, all
related to pipelines, led by Conleth O’Loughlin, Antonio
Carraro, Hongwei An and David White. The studies involved
the prediction and mitigation of thermally-induced instability
and involved both model testing and laboratory element
testing (Figure 42). Dr Alastair Maconochie from Technip’s
offices in Aberdeen visited Perth in December to review
progress whilst attending the UWA-hosted International
Conference on Scour and Erosion.

Their individual research activities are described throughout
this report, and include several specific research projects
collaborating closely with Shell. In particular, Mike and
Wenhua have been closely involved in the hydrodynamic
modelling for Shell’s forthcoming FLNG projects. This has
included collaboration with Shanghai Jiaotong University,
using their deepwater basin to perform physical model
testing. Meanwhile, all of the Shell EMI researchers have
contributed to a program of lunch and learns to Shell and
the wider industry, raising awareness of recent research and
building links between industry and academia. A highlight
of this engagement in 2014 was a public lecture by Mike on
the Prelude FLNG project, which he delivered to a full house
in the largest engineering lecture theatre at UWA.

Two projects have been undertaken with Subcon to
investigate the hydrodynamics around an artificial reef
module. Subcon is an international company providing
Subsea stabilisation and foundation solutions to the
offshore energy and near-shore marine and civil industrires.
The purpose of the reef module is to attract marine life
(in particular fish and shellfish). Testing at UWA was
performed by Scott Draper, Hongwei An and Henning
Mohr to quantify the three dimensional flow structure using
velocity measurements and dye injection. Work was also
undertaken to estimate the horizontal stability of the reef
module in design wave conditions.

Shell are closely involved in many of the pan-industry
initiatives that COFS is involved in, including the SAFEBUCK
and RIGSS JIPs, as well as the ISO/API code committees.
The Shell EMI Chair has led to closer collaboration between
COFS and Shell, for example through joint workshops
and assisting the deployment of our research into
Shell practices.

Figure 42: Collaboration with Technip on thermally-induced pipeline instability.
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Subcon

Figure 43: (a) Flow structure visualised by dye, and (b) Model structure
in small O-tube.

International
collaboration
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International collaboration
Next generation GeoPIV: PIV/DIC
based deformation measurement in
geotechnical models
A new version of GeoPIV; the popular image-based
deformation measurement software for Matlab has been
developed in collaboration with Justin Blaber (Georgia Tech,
USA) and Andy Take (Queens University, Canada).
The original version of GeoPIV, like most common PIV/
DIC analysis algorithms, employs three steps for each
target subset:
1. Use Normalised Cross-Correlation (NCC) to attain
integer pixel estimates of the displacement of each
subset between the reference and target images,
assuming that the subsets do not deform (so-called
zeroth order deformation as in Figure 44a)
2. Define an interpolant (typically bi-cubic or Gaussian) on
the correlation peak and its eight neighbours
3. Refine the displacement to sub-pixel resolution by
finding the peak of the interpolant
A more robust way of attaining sub-pixel measurements
is to allow the subsets to deform using a warp function
(Figure 44c) and use image interpolation methods to
estimate pixel intensities at the now non-integer locations.
The deformation parameters that describe the warp
function can then be optimised for each subset using
Gauss-Newton methods. We have incorporated first
order subset deformation (Figure 44b) into GeoPIV along
with other improved image analysis algorithms suited to
geotechnical applications. The new software (which will be
freely available to the geotechnical research community)
is referred to as GeoPIV-RG in reference to the Reliability
Guided (RG) computation framework employed.

The strain errors are reduced by at least an order of
magnitude (Figure 43c) when using GeoPIV-RG with firstorder subset deformation compared to the zeroth order
subset deformation of GeoPIV. In real model measurements
this improvement results in strain fields with less noise and
much improved clarity (Figure 46).
This work is currently under review, but keep an eye out for
the following paper in 2015:
Stanier, S.A., Blaber, J., Take, W.A. and White, D.J. (under
review). Improved image-based deformation measurement
for geotechnical applications.

Figure 44: Subset warp functions: (a) conventional zeroth-order
deformation, (b) first-order or affine deformation, and (c) second-order
deformation.

The improvement in measurement precision yielded by
adopting these alternative techniques was assessed using
synthetic images generated in Matlab (Figure 45a) where
each of the white dots was moved precisely to generate a
field of prescribed and constant shear deformation (Figure
44b). The displacements occurring in these images were
measured using GeoPIV (zeroth order subset deformation)
and GeoPIV-RG (first-order subset deformation). The
measurement errors were next computed and converted to
standard errors (ρpx). An estimate of the shear strain error
was then taken as:

 xy 

2  px
L
Figure 45: (a) artificial image with interrogated subset locations
indicated by yellow crosses, (b) schematic of pure shear strain
imposed on progressively on the images and (c) shear strain
measurement precision enhancement.
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Norwegian Geotechnical Institute (NGI) and
Oxford University (OU)

Figure 46: Accumulated shear strain in an underlying clay layer following
punch-through of a flat footing through a dense sand layer.

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology (KAIST)
In 2014, Shazzad Hossain initiated an academic
collaboration primarily through UWA Research Collaboration
Awards 2013 and 2014 with Associate Professor Yun Wook
Choo, Centrifuge Manager (now moved to Kongju National
University) in Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology (KAIST). Shazzad Hossain, Youngho Kim and
Stefanus Safinus from COFS visited KAIST in June 2014.
Along with Yun’s team (consisting of 4 PhD Students), they
carried out centrifuge model tests on a highly instrumented
bucket foundation subjected to a V-H-M loading condition
for a 3 MW offshore wind turbine to be installed the
Western coast of Korea (Figure 47). This collaborative work
was supported by a grant from the Future Flagship R&D
Program (10042452) of Korea Ministry of Trade Industry
and Energy “Engineering Technology Development for
the 3,000 m Deepwater Subsea Equipment and URF
Installation to advance to Deepwater Offshore Plant Market”
project funded by Ministry of Trade Industry and Energy and
Hyundai Engineering and Construction, Co., Ltd.

2014 marked the start of increased collaborative research
in the area of offshore wind between COFS, the Norwegian
Geotechnical Institute (NGI) and Oxford University (OU).
During Britta Bienen’s sabbatical at NGI the focus was on
a numerical study into the effects of the pore fluid response
on the overall foundation behaviour of suction caissons
supporting offshore wind turbines with jacket substructures
on dense sandy sites. This was complemented by physical
evidence from centrifuge tests that were jointly performed
during a reciprocal visit by Rasmus Klinkvort and Youhu
Zhang (NGI), with close liaison with Byron Byrne (OU).
The exciting results of this series of tests of a caisson (L/D
= 0.5) loaded vertically in dense sand are representative
of field behaviour (with suction installation, various cyclic
loading histories and scaling of the pore fluid viscosity) while
establishing links to previous physical databases (of model
tests performed at 1g, in a pressure chamber and in a
centrifuge as well as medium scale field tests).

Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
In an effort to make advanced constitutive models more
accessible, Britta Bienen, Sam Stanier and Cristina Vulpe
collaborated with David Mašín at Charles University,
Prague, Czech Republic. The result is an interface code
that converts existing UMAT user routines into VUMAT for
use in Abaqus/Explicit and is available, along with a report
detailing the validation, for free download from
www.soilmodels.info. The VUMAT interface has been
downloaded in every continent of the globe, with Germany,
China and the USA leading the statistics (Figure 48).

Figure 48: Distribution of VUMAT interface users around the world.

Figure 47: The team performing tests and having fun at KAIST, Korea.
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Visitors
Alexander Puzrin

Christoph Niemann

Dongxue Hao

ETH, Switzerland
January 2014
Alexander collaborated with Mark
Randolph on his joint Australian
Research Council project on
submarine slides.

University of Kassel, Germany
September – November 2014
Christoph worked with Mark Cassidy.
They carried out centrifuge tests on
cyclic loading of pile foundations with
the support of G8 DAAD Fund.

An-jui Li

Chung Nguyen

Northeast Dianli University, China
June 2013 – June 2014
Dongxue worked with Christophe
Gaudin and other COFS researchers
conducting research into the bearing
capacity of offshore foundations
under combined loading.

Deakin University, Australia
December 2014
An-jui, a former COFS PhD student,
worked with Mark Cassidy on a
research project on probability
analyses for rock slopes.

PhD student, Geocentrifuge Center
KAIST, Korea
January – May 2014
Chung worked with Sam Stanier on
research into remote measurement of
near surface seabed properties.

Ashraf Osman

Cyrus Todeshkejoei

Durham University, UK
January – April 2014
Ashraf visited COFS under the
Martin Fahey Visiting Fellowship
and worked with Mark Randolph
and other academic staff on
research into the applications of
the Variational Principle to obtain
solutions for the dynamic response
of porous materials.

PhD student, ARC CoE for
Geotechnical Science and
Engineering, University of
Newcastle, Australia
October 2013 – October 2015
Cyrus is spending the remainder
of his PhD at COFS to conduct
centrifuge tests on helical anchors
with his COFS supervisors
Christophe Gaudin and Sam Stanier.
His research topic is ‘Capacity of
multi-helix screw anchor foundations’.

Catharina Kayser
PhD student, Hamburg University
of Technology, Germany
January – May 2014
Catharina worked with Antonio
Carraro and Nathalie Boukpeti on the
mechanics of seabed sediments.

Chen Qu
Zhejiang University of Science and
Technology, China
April 2013 – April 2014
Chen worked with Dong Wang on
the lateral displacement of on-bottom
pipeline on sand. Chen used a large
deformation finite element method to
explore the response of pipe laid on
the calcareous sand and study the
factors affecting the lateral resistance
of pipe. The numerical results will be
compared with tests conducted in the
centrifuge at COFS.

Danda Shi
Shanghai Maritime University,
China
October – November 2014
Danda worked with Dong Wang
on finite element modelling of uplift
behaviour of multi-helix anchors
in sand.

Daniel Bishop
ARC CoE for Geotechnical Science
and Engineering, University of
Newcastle, Australia
February – March 2014
Daniel worked with Conleth
O’Loughlin and other COFS
researchers on the work he
is currently doing on the biogeochemical characterisation
of sediment.

Fangyuan Zhu
Department of Geotechnical
Engineering, Tongji University,
China
August 2013 – February 2014
Fangyuan conducted research with
Britta Bienen on suction bucket
foundations for offshore wind energy
installations in layered soils. Fangyuan
was successful in receiving an
International Scholarship at UWA and
is now a PhD student at COFS.

Fei Song
Chang’An University, China
August 2014 – April 2015
Fei is working with Yinghui Tian
on the project to analytically study
the soil pore pressure around
pipelines and numerically develop
pipe‑soil models.

Guanlin Ye
Department of Civil Engineering,
Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
China
August 2013 – June 2014
As Shanghai Jiao Tong University
plans to acquire a new drum
centrifuge, Guanlin visited COFS to
gain expertise in centrifuge testing.

Guan Tor Lim
Malaysia
October 2013 – February 2014
Guan worked with Nathalie Boukpeti
and Antonio Carraro on the
influence of sample disturbance on
intermediate soils characterisation.
Guan was successful in receiving
an International Scholarship at UWA
and is now enrolled as a PhD student
at COFS.
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Jonghwa Won (DSME R&D Institute)
What are the outcomes of your
collaboration with COFS (impact
of research, papers, future
collaboration opportunities)?

Can you please tell us what
brought you to COFS (describe
project, with whom, for how long)?
I’m working for DSME (Daewoo
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering)
as an offshore infrastructure
engineer in Korea. DSME is the
biggest Shipbuilding company in
the world. I stayed at COFS for
about six months (Feb – July 2014)
working on the jack up rig project
from Maersk with Shazzad and
Youngho. The collaborative effort
involved investigating the resistance
and penetration depth prediction
of spudcan foundation. At the
end of June 2014, an ARC linkage
project between DSME and COFS
was approved.

During my 6 month visit, I gained
knowledge on different aspects of
spudcan foundation engineering and
LDFE analysis. Now, we’re planning
the construction strategy of a jack
up rig based on our engineering
report and we are looking forward
to expanding these techniques
to subsea applications. It was a
great opportunity to understand
the interaction of soil – fluid –
structure system.
What was the highlight of your trip
to Australia (this may or may not
be work related)?
Everything about Perth and Western
Australia was fantastic for me. I had
travelled from Augusta to Exmouth.
I was happy to see the sunrise at
Augusta, fishing on Busselton jetty
and working in my office at COFS.
I love your city. I really hope to have
a chance to come back to Perth.
Please visit my blog (http://flyaround.
net) and have fun. Unfortunately, it
services in Korean :)

James Schneider

Jonghwa Won

Advanced Ocean Engineering
Program, Port Hueneme,
US Navy, USA
November 2014 – January 2015
James came to COFS under the
Martin Fahey Visiting Fellowship to
collaborate with David White and
Christophe Gaudin, as well as other
COFS researchers, on the research
into numerical modelling of cyclic
loading of shallow helical anchors
in sand.

Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine
Engineering Co., Ltd, Korea
February – June 2014
Jonghwa worked with Shazzad
Hossain on spudcan-soil Interaction
during building a jack-up rig at
DSME Shipyard.
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Kelvin Lim
PhD student, Deakin University,
Australia
October – December 2014
Kelvin worked with Mark Cassidy
on the research project on soil
fill slope assessment and its
probability analysis.

Kristian Krabbenhoft
ARC CoE for Geotechnical Science
and Engineering, University of
Newcastle, Australia
June 2014
Kristian visited and Mark Randolph in
order to discuss collaborations.

Liang Zhao
PhD student, Tianjin University,
China
March 2013 – March 2014
Liang collaborated with Christophe
Gaudin and Mark Randolph on the
research project Steel catenary risers
(SCRs) dynamic failure.

Maggie Creed
PhD student, University of
Edinburgh, UK
September – November 2014
Maggie worked with Scott Draper
on the research project involving
shallow water sediment transport and
morphodynamics model.

Majid Nazem
ARC CoE for Geotechnical Science
and Engineering, University of
Newcastle, Australia
December 2013 – May 2014
Majid spent his sabbatical at COFS
working with Mark Cassidy, Britta
Bienen and Christophe Gaudin
on numerical analysis of offshore
foundations including spudcans
and anchors.

Marco Uzielli
Georisk Engineering, Italy
August 2014
Marco continued his work with
Mark Cassidy, Yinghui Tian and
Lisa Li, concentrating on the
probabilistic techniques for assessing
punch-through potential of jackup platforms and the variability
of shallow foundation combined
loading envelopes.

Nico Reuter
Student, Darmstadt University,
Germany
April – June 2014
Nico worked with Susan Gourvenec
on writing his Research Thesis on the

effect of salinity on the engineering
behaviour of fine grained soils.

Riccardo Corti
PhD student, University of
Bristol, UK
July 2014 – January 2015
Riccardo worked with Susan
Gourvenec to calibrate his newly
developed cyclic memory surface
constitutive model against some
common boundary value problems.

Paul Shepley
University of Sheffield, UK
November 2014
Paul worked with David White, Scott
Draper and Conleth O’Loughlin on
flow shapes around both vertical pipe
and horizontal pipes.

Paul Taylor
Oxford University, UK
August 2014
Paul visited COFS in August and
gave a talk on extreme wave
interaction with multi-column offshore
structures in a COFS Friday seminar,
as well as a ‘Lunch and learn’ at
Shell and a visit to Woodside. He
collaborated with Scott Draper,
Hugh Wolgamot and Wenhua Zhao
on offshore hydrodynamics and
metocean problems.

Wenhua Zhao and Scott Draper
including problems concerning
closely spaced vessels which formed
the subject of his talks at a seminar
and to a Shell-EMI lunchtime briefing.
We are delighted that Rodney
has since agreed to become an
Adjunct Professor at UWA so that
we can continue to benefit from
his knowledge.

Rune Dyvik
NGI (Oslo), Norway
November 2014
Rune met with Antonio Carraro to
initiate cooperation and collaboration
between the two laboratories for both
research and consultancy.

Shuwang Yan
Tianjin University, China
September 2014
Shuwang worked with Mark
Randolph to continue the
collaboration between The
University of Western Australia and
Tianjin University.

Tao Zhou
Hunan University, China
February 2013 – February 2015
Tao collaborated with Yinghui Tian on
numerical and centrifuge modelling of
offshore pipe-soil interaction.

Rasmus Klinkvort

Tim Pucker

NGI, Norway
November – December 2014
Rasmus Klinkvort and Youhu Zhang
worked with Britta Bienen on the
project ‘Cyclic Behaviour of Bucket
Foundations in Saturated Sand’ as
part of a collaborative effort between
COFS, NGI and Oxford University.
During his visit, he conducted beam
centrifuge tests to mimic the load
conditions seen for a suction caisson
in a three-legged jacket supporting
an offshore wind turbine.

TTUH, Germany
January – February 2014
Tim Pucker worked with Britta Bienen
on large deformation numerical
modelling of offshore foundations.
The collaboration with Gang Qiu
and Tim Pucker recently resulted
in a journal paper submission that
details the development of a method
to predict the load-penetration curve
of a spudcan in sand over clay soils
directly from a CPT profile. Tim’s visit
to COFS was supported through the
UWA Research Collaboration Award.

Rodney Eatock Taylor
Oxford University, UK
September 2014
Rodney visited COFS in September.
He shared his insights on offshore
hydrodynamics with Hugh Wolgamot,

Tom Adcock
Oxford University, UK
December 2013 – January 2014
Tom came back after visiting COFS
in 2012 to continue his research

collaboration with Scott Draper on
basin scale modelling of energy
extraction from tidal streams.

Umashankar Balaunaini
Department of Civil Engineering
at Indian Institute of Technology
Hyderabad (IITH), India
June – July 2014
Umashankar worked with David
White and Antonio Carraro on
research into foundation engineering,
offshore site characterisation and soil
interaction problems.

Varvara Zania
Technical University of Denmark,
Denmark
November 2014 – February 2015
Varvara worked with Christophe
Gaudin and Britta Bienen in the area
of dynamic loading of pile foundations
for offshore wind turbines.

Wangcheng Zhang
Department of Geotechnical
University, Tongji University, China
August 2013 – February 2014
Wangcheng worked with Dong
Wang and Mark Randolph on the
ARC Discovery Project “Dynamic
evolution of submarine slides
and consequences for offshore
developments”. Wangcheng
was successful in receiving an
International Scholarship at UWA and
is now a PhD student at COFS.

Wengang Qi
Chinese Academy of Science,
China
May – November 2014
Wengang worked with Mark Cassidy
and other COFS researchers
on scour and liquefaction
around monopiles.

Xueliang Zhao
PhD student, Southeast University,
China
September 2014 – September 2015
Xueliang is working with Mark
Randolph on numerical method
based on discrete element method
and discrete-finite coupled method in
geotechnical engineering.
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Riccardo Corti (PhD student from the
University of Bristol, UK)

Youhu Zhang
NGI, Norway
October – December 2014
Youhu worked with Mark Cassidy in
developing the collaborative NGICOFS software SPLAT for analysing
spudcan penetrations.

Yun Wook Choo
Kongju National University, Korea
August 2014
Yun Wook worked with Shazzad
Hossain on the collaborative research
project on the development of future
large scale collaborations.

Yue Qiu
PhD student, Hohai University,
China
November 2014 – November 2015
Yue is working with Britta Bienen
on research into numerical analyses
of various aspects of offshore
foundations.
Can you please tell us what
brought you to COFS (describe
project, with whom, for how long)?
I joined COFS for six months to
extend the applications of a new
constitutive model that I have
developed for soils subjected to
cyclic loading conditions. During my
visit I have collaborated with Susan
Gourvenec and Mark Randolph to
predict the vertical settlements of
sliding foundations adopting different
constitutive models, with James
Doherty to implement the SevernTrent Sand model and the new model
that I developed in a Finite Element
Analysis code and with Shiaohuey
Chow, Conleth O’Loughlin and
Christophe Gaudin to define a new
theoretical framework to interpret the
cyclic behavior of plate anchors in
drained sand.
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What are the outcomes of your
collaboration with COFS (impact
of research, papers, future
collaboration opportunities)?
My visit in COFS has been really
beneficial for my research. One
journal paper has already been
published and other journal papers
are expected to be submitted in
the near future. Possible future
collaborations can be related to the
application of the new constitutive
model that I have developed on more
complex boundary value problems.
What was the highlight of your trip
to Australia (this may or may not
be work related)?
I temporarily moved to Australia to
challenge and extend my research
at COFS since it is one of the best
centres for research in offshore
geotechnical engineering. My
curiosity and my passion for travelling
also pushed me to try the experience
of living in Australia for six months.

Zhichao Shen
PhD student, Tianjin University,
China
September 2014 – April 2015
Zhichao is working with Susan
Gourvenec and Xiaowei Feng on
the effect of a zero tension interface
for 6 degree of freedom loading of
subsea mudmats.

Zhong Xiao
Tianjin University, China
August 2014 – August 2015
Zhong is working with Yinghui
Tian and Susan Gourvenec on the
mulit-directional capacity of shallow
foundations under cyclic loading
considering strain softening and
rate effects.

Conferences
and seminars
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Conferences
8th International Conference on Physical
Modelling in Geotechnics, Perth, Australia,
14 – 17 January
The quadrennial International Conference in Physical
Modelling in Geotechnics is an important event within the
geotechnical physical modeling community, and COFS was
honored to be awarded the organisation of the 8th edition
(ICPMG2014), which took place from the 14th to the 17th
of January on the UWA campus. COFS welcomed more
than 205 delegates from 26 countries, who presented 160
technical papers distributed in 13 sessions.
Two Guest Lectures and eight Keynote Lectures provided
invaluable insights into some fundamental aspects of
physical modelling in geotechnics. The conference
programme also included plenary and parallel sessions,
where most of the papers were presented orally.
The conference featured several highlights, including a
special industry session, opened by a Keynote Lecture
presenting examples of offshore pipeline design techniques,
the presentation of relevant industry-focused research, and
a closing discussion between practitioners and researchers;
a specific technicians session, for centrifuge operators
and engineers to exchange on the latest centrifuge
technology, the centrifuge tour where COFS showcased
its major technological development; and the 1st Andrew
Schofield Lecture.

ICPMG2014 delegates at the opening session.

ICPMG2014 delegates enjoying the centrifuge tour.

The Schofield Lecture was established by the Technical
Committee 104 of the International Society of Soil
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering to honour
the most eminent members of the physical modelling
community. The 1st Schofield Lecture was delivered by
Professor Malcolm Bolton, from Cambridge University, UK,
in the grand surroundings of Winthrop Hall on the campus
of the University of Western Australia. The lecture, preparing
engineers and modellers “to expect the unexpected”,
was a lively and fascinating account of the contribution of
centrifuge modelling in revealing unexpected features of
soil behaviour. It attracted a large audience from the local
engineering and scientific community.
The conference was seen by all as a great success, thanks
to the dedication and commitment of COFS administrative,
technical staff and the help of many students who
welcomed and assisted the delegates over the four days
of the conference.
The 1st Schofield lecture, delivered during ICPMG2014 by Professor
Malcom Bolton in the Winthrop Hall of UWA.
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Offshore Technology Conference, Houston,
USA, 5 – 8 May
The Offshore Technology Conference, held at the
Reliant Park in Houston hosted 108,300 delegates at the
conference and industry exhibition. COFS staff Susan
Gourvenec and Shazzad Hossain were amongst the
delegates, combining the technical sessions with the
opportunity to meet with International industry partners
and participate in their committee roles for the International
Standard Organisation and the American Petroleum
Institute. Shazzad delivered invited seminars at FugroMcClelland Marine Geosciences, Inc. and American Bureau
of Shipping (ABS) Houston. Three co-authored papers
between COFS and AG Fugro on pipelines were presented
by former COFS staff Noel Boylan, Zack Westgate and
Fraser Bransby.

24th International Offshore and Polar
Engineering Conference, Busan, Korea,
15 – 20 June
Shazzad Hossain, Youngho Kim, Stefanus Safinus and
Bassem Youssef (former PhD student) attended the
conference (Figure 49). The conference included around
ten sessions on Geotechnical Engineering. Two papers
involving COFS authors (Youngho Kim, Hongliang Ma,
Yuxia Hu, Dong Wang, Mi Zhou and Shazzad Hossain)
were included in the proceedings. Youngho presented the
paper on torpedo anchor in calcareous silt, and Shazzad
on LDFE analysis of end-bearing piles. In addition, the
team participated in the International Geotechnical and
Geoenvironmental Engineering Committee meeting under
the auspice of the ISOPE conference. Shazzad was
elected as the Secretary of the Committee. He is one of the
Technical Program Committee members, from Australia,
organising the International Ocean and Polar Engineering
Conferences (ISOPE).

14th International Conference of the
International Association for Computer
Methods and Recent Advances in
Geomechanics, Kyoto, Japan, 22 – 25
September
Mark Cassidy, Britta Bienen, Dong Wang, Jingbin Zheng
and Youkou Dong attended the IACMAG conference, with
Yuxia Hu, Mi Zhou and Liang Cheng from the School of
Civil, Environmental and Mining and Engineering. Their
presentations covered installations of spudcans and
caissons, CPT and recent developments of random finite
element method and the material point method at COFS.
This conference also served as a platform for an unofficial
workshop of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Geotechnical
Science in Engineering, with a number of delegates from
UWA and Newcastle and plenty of discussion being held
on the conference sidelines (the venue is also unofficial,
see Figure 50).

Figure 50: Following clockwise order from bottom left: Majid Nazem
(ARC CGSE based at University of Newcastle), Mi Zhou, Britta Bienen,
Dong Wang and Liang Cheng.

Figure 49: From left to right: Youngho Kim, Shazzad Hossain, Bassem
Youssef, Stefanus Safinus.
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Conference Highlight
7th International Conference on Scour and
Erosion, Perth, Australia 2 – 4 December
The International Conference on Scour and Erosion (ICSE)
is held every two years. In 2014 COFS, in combination with
the School of Civil, Environmental and Mining Engineering,
was given the opportunity to hold the seventh version of the
conference. The conference was held at Rendezvous Grand
Hotel, Scarborough, Perth, from 2 – 4 December and was
attended by ~120 delegates from 19 countries.
The ICSE is a conference that brings together scientists
and engineers from broad areas such as Civil Engineering,
Hydraulic Engineering, Coastal and Offshore Engineering.
Contributions were received across 6 themes, including:
internal erosion, sediment transport, advanced numerical
modelling of scour and erosion, terrestrial scour and
erosion, river/bridge scour and erosion, and marine scour
and erosion.

ISCE2014 Conference chair Professor Liang Cheng kicking off the
proceedings.

ICSE2014 Delegates enjoying the conference dinner.
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Over the 3 days of the conference, three parallel sessions
were run following two keynote lectures at the start of each
day. Keynote lectures ranged from industry perspectives
to state-of-the-art academic reviews. A conference dinner
was held at the iconic Kings Park, overlooking the Perth
CBD skyline.
The conference was a great success thanks to the support
of the COFS administrative staff, external conference
managers from EECW and a host of students who helped
organise oral presentations, welcome delegates and
stimulate some exciting discussion during the conference
dinner and breakout sessions.

33rd International Conference on Ocean,
Offshore and Arctic Engineering, San
Francisco, California, June 8 – 13, 2014
The OMAE conference 2014 kicked off with a welcome
reception held at Ruby Skye, one of San Francisco’s
most famous nightclubs. It provided a wonderful venue
for the COFS contingent to catch up with international
acquaintances and meet new friends. A delegation of
11 COFS researchers, including post graduate students
and staff, attended the conference and 11 technical
papers were presented on 3 symposia, including Offshore
Geomechanics, Ocean Engineering and Structure Safety
and Reliability. Professor Susan Gourvenec organised and
chaired the session ‘Offshore Geotechnics - Anchors’.
Dr. Wenhua Zhao and Dr. Xiaowei Feng respectively cochaired the sessions ‘Ocean Engineering - Advanced Ship
Hydromechanics and Marine Technology’ and ‘Offshore
Technology - Installation and Commissioning’. Below is a
photo of some of Perth delegates in front of a traditional
paddle steamer, the San Francisco Belle, on which the
conference sightseeing dinner was held cruising around
San Francisco Bay.

From left to right: Susan Gourvenec, Nathalie Boukpeti, Michael Cocjin,
Cristina Vulpe (COFS); Andrew Deeks (NGI Perth); Elena Gerginov and
Daniel Carneiro (Wood Group Kenny, Perth).

Conferences on Rock Mechanics
Boris Tarasov took part in five international conferences
in 2014: 6th South African Rock Engineering Symposium
SARES 2014 in Johannesburg, South Africa; Recent
Advances in Numerical Simulation of Hydraulic Fracture,
Rzeszow, Poland; International Conference on Nonlinear
Geomechanics and Geodynamics in Deep Level Mining,
Vladivostok, Russia; Second European Conference on
Earthquake Engineering and Seismology, Istanbul, Turkey;
International Symposium – 8th Asian Rock Mechanics
Symposium (Rock Mechanics for Global Issues – Natural
Disasters, Environment and Energy) in Sapporo, Japan.
In all conferences Boris introduced different aspects of
a dynamic shear rupture mechanism operating in hard
rocks at highly confined compression (fan-hinged shear
rupture mechanism) which was recently identified in the
COFS rock physics laboratory. This mechanism proposes
new approaches in the understanding of such dynamic
events as earthquakes, shear rupture rockbursts in deep
mines, instabilities during hydraulic fracturing etc. Boris’
presentations involving experimental results, physical and
mathematical models of the hitherto unknown shear rupture
mechanism attracted great interest of the participants of
all conferences.

3rd International Symposium on Cone
Penetration Testing, Las Vegas, 12 – 14 May
Shazzad Hossain attended the CPT’14 symposium. The
conference consisted of three main streams: Equipment
and Procedures, Interpretation, Applications; with
corresponding keynote lectures delivered by Joek Peuchen,
Paul Mayne and Jonathan Bray. Shazzad had discussions
with them and Dick Campanella in regards to developing
a cone penetrometer based direct design approach for
spudcans. He also attended the ISSMGE TC102 committee
meeting chaired by Viana da Fonseca Antonio.

Society of Petroleum Engineers FLNG
Workshop, Perth, May
Scott Draper, Hugh Wolgamot, Wenhua Zhao and David
White attended the FLNG Workshop held at the Rydges
hotel in Perth. This 3-day event looked at FLNG technology
from a range of viewpoints, including hydrodymamics
and metocean but also topics as diverse as industry
views, supply chain, topsides, safety and operation and
maintenance. David White co-chaired a discussion session
and all were involved in conversation and interaction with
people from different backgrounds across the industry
and around the world. This was an extremely valuable
introduction to one of the signature technologies of the
WA offshore industry, which will be the topic of research
through the Shell EMI Chair program.

International Quaternary Association
(INQUA) Focus group on Paleoseismology,
Active Tectonics, and Archeoseismology
(PATA), 4th Annual Conference, Busan,
Korea, September
Beau Whitney attended the annual meeting of INQUA
PATA Focus Group in Busan. He presented his paper,
co-authored with James Hengesh, entitled “The Western
Australia Shear Zone.” The presentation described a new
tectonic model for Western Australia and the geohazard
implications. The intimate conference setting brought
leading researchers from around the globe and provided
a valuable opportunity for Beau to receive international
feedback on his research.

5th Workshop on Roll Motion of Ships and
Offshore Structures, Busan, Korea
This workshop kicked off on 20 June with a dinner
reception, which provided Wenhua Zhao an opportunity to
talk with friends on updates of their research. The following
day, he presented his research on roll response of vessels
coupling with internal liquid cargo motions and discussed
future research topics on roll motions of ships and
offshore structures.
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Seminars
28 February 2014

22 August 2014

14 November 2014

Dr Daniel Bishop
Newcastle University
Geotechnical and Engineering
Geological Framework for the
Ballina Soft Soil Field Test Facility

Professor Paul Taylor
Department of Engineering Science
University of Oxford
The Drillers Don’t Like Getting
Wet Or Why The Laundry Room
Keeps Getting Flooded: Water
Up To Surprisingly High Levels
Around The Legs Of Large Floating
Oil Rigs

Dr Varvara Zania
Assistant Professor at Demark
Technical University
Dynamic Soil-Pile-Structure
Interaction

14 March 2014
Dr Ashraf Osman
University Lecturer, School of
Engineering and Computing Sciences
Durham University, UK
On the evaluation of accumulative
strains around in situ
penetrometers

03 April 2014
Mr Victor Bjorn Smith
Norwegian Geotechnical Institute
Don’t have a centrifuge?
Do it at 1 g

04 April 2014
Dr Qiuchen Wei
Centre for Offshore Foundation
Systems, UWA
Combined loading and keying
behaviour of SEPLAs and OMNIMAX anchors

29 April 2014
Dr Majid Nazem
The University of Newcastle
On Application of the Element-Free
Galerkin Method in Consolidation
Analysis

23 May 2014
Professor Susan Gourvenec
Centre for Offshore Foundation
Systems, UWA
Optimising geotechnical design of
subsea foundations

29 August 2014
Mr Riccardo Corti
Visiting PhD student
The University of Bristol, UK
Cyclic loading behaviour of
granular soils: numerical modelling

12 September 2014
Professor Rodney Eatock Taylor
University of Oxford
National University of Singapore
Coupled analysis of multiple
floating bodies with flexible
constraints

03 October 2014
Professor Boris Tarasov
Centre for Offshore Foundation
Systems, UWA
Hitherto unknown dynamic rock
failure mechanism and new
concepts of lithospheric strength
and earthquake activity

17 October 2014
Professor Mike Efthymiou
Shell EMI Chair of Offshore
Structures, UWA
PRELUDE – Innovations Becoming
Reality

24 October 2014
Mr Michael Cocjin
PhD student, Centre for Offshore
Foundation Systems, UWA
Tolerably mobile subsea
foundations – Observations
of performance
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05 December 2014
Dr Rune Dyvik
Discipline Leader, Laboratory
and Model Testing Norwegian
Geotechnical Institute, Norway
Laboratory Testing at NGI

17 December 2014
Dr James Schneider
NAVFAC
Static capacity and long term
cyclic loading of helical anchors
in sand

External Seminars
Society of Underwater Technology
Perth Branch Evening Technical Meeting,
Wednesday, 26 February 2014
Susan Gourvenec (Figure 51) made a presentation at
the Perth SUT technical evening “Applying cutting edge
geosciences – slippery foundations and other innovations”
along with local and international industry experts, Paul
Brunning, the Geotechnical Discipline Manager for
Subsea 7, Singapore, Andrew Deeks, Managing Director,
NGI Perth, Steve Thomas, Fugro Geoconsulting, UK, to a
full house of 250 local offshore engineers in the Perth CBD.

Figure 52: Susan Gourvenec presenting COFS’ research at the WA
Major Projects Conference.

University of California at Davis,
10 June 2014
Susan Gourvenec and Nathalie Boukpeti visited the
University of California at Davis to tour the 10 m diameter
centrifuge and laboratory facilities and give a presentation
on some of COFS research activities to the geotechnical
research group. Thanks to Bruce Kutter and Dan Wilson for
the warm welcome and great tour.

The Second Lloyd’s Register Foundation
Lecture, Singapore, 23 October 2014
Figure 51: Left to right; Ian Finnie, Fugro-AG, Perth; Steve Thomas,
Fugro Geoconsulting, UK; Andrew Deeks, NGI-Perth, Ray Farrier,
SUT Chairman; Susan Gourvenec, COFS; Paul Brunning, Subsea 7,
Singapore.

Western Australia Major Projects
Conference, Perth Convention Centre,
26 March 2014
Susan Gourvenec delivered an invited plenary lecture
“State of the art subsea foundation design to support
Australia’s offshore oil and gas developments” at the WA
Major Projects Conference (Figure 52), to an audience of
government and industry stakeholders.

Professor Mike Efthymiou (Figure 53) gave The Second
Lloyd’s Register Foundation Lecture to a packed lecture
theatre at the National University of Singapore on 23
October 2014. The talk was on Mike’s “Experiences
from Two Groundbreaking Mega-Projects: Sakhalin and
PRELUDE” and showcased Mike’s extraordinary depth and
breadth of knowledge across the offshore industry.
A number of distinguished academics were in the audience,
and both they and the many students were keen to ask
questions. Also present were Drs Hugh Wolgamot and
Wenhua Zhao from UWA who accompanied Mike for
meetings on potential collaboration with NUS and Bureau
Veritas, who have opened a Deepwater Technology
Research Centre in Singapore.

Figure 53: Professor Efthymiou with Professor Yoo Sang Choo,
LRF Chair Professor at NUS and host of the talk.
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COFS in the news
Name

Media Outlet

Title of Article

Anthony Blake

Oil and Gas Australia

SUT celebrates 10 years in Perth

COFS

Hydro International

Creation Of UWA ‘Fugro Chair In Geotechnics’

COFS

The Australian
(Higher Education)
GeoDrilling International

Knowing where your bread is buttered

COFS

Australian Resources and
Investment, Melbourne
ISSMGE Bulletin

Conleth O’Loughlin

Anchounter

UWA to create leading resources innovation hub in Southern
Hemisphere
Research highlights – The University of Western Australia
Centre for Offshore Foundation Systems
Vryhof expands anchors portfolio

Conleth O’Loughlin

Offshore Holland

Strategic planning calls for new future-thinking

Conleth O’Loughlin

UWA Media statement

Dutch company takes on-board UWA designed anchor

Conleth O’Loughlin

SPE News

Big Pub Dart’ targets Anchor System

Conleth O’Loughlin

Offshore Holland

DEPLA

Conleth O’Loughlin

Offshore Engineer

Going down under for anchor innovation

Conleth O’Loughlin

Ocean Hub

Designers unveil ‘giant dart’ anchor system

Conleth O’Loughlin

ABC News website

Conleth O’Loughlin

Weekend Australian

DEPLA anchor developed for deep water use by oil and gas
rigs and platforms
Wide-ranging vision eyes prize

Conleth O’Loughlin

Weekend Australian

Intellectual resources mine new ways to exploit riches

Conleth O’Loughlin

ATSE

UWA-Designed anchor goes Dutch

David White

World Pipelines magazine

Buckling under pressure

David White

Youtube

Energy Innovators – Developing the Latest LNG Technology

COFS
COFS

Fugro drives innovation

David White

Business News

UWA centre floats opportunities

David White

UWA media statement

Woodside invests $10 million in UWA’s engineering zone

David White

New Scientist

Gas giant: the next wave

David White

Perth Business News

ERA, Shell team up

Kokkuen Lee, Mark
Randolph, Mark Cassidy,
Zack Westgate, David White
Kokkuen Lee, Mark
Randolph, Mark Cassidy,
Zack Westgate, David White
Mark Cassidy

Offshore Shipping Online

Awards for Fugro getoechnical engineers

Hydro International

Awards for Fugro getoechnical engineers

Mark Cassidy

ABC Radio – the science
show
UWA media statement

Centrifuge simulates loads to ensure ships and oil platforms
stay in place
Fugro to fund Chair in Geotechnics at UWA

Mark Cassidy

Fugro press release

Mark Cassidy

UWA-EMI news item

Fugro drives innovation with creation of ‘Fugro Chair in
Geotechnics’ at UWA
Fugro to fund Chair in Geotechnics at UWA

Mark Cassidy

BYM Product and Industry
News
GeoConnexion

Mark Cassidy
Mark Cassidy

Marine Geotechnology
News

Australia. Fugro drives innovation with creation of ‘Fugro Chair
in Geotechnics’ at UWA
Fugro Drives Innovation With Creation Of ‘Fugro Chair In
Geotechnics’
‘Fugro Chair in Geotechnics’ Created at UWA
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Name

Media Outlet

Title of Article

Mark Cassidy

‘Fugro Chair in Geotechnics’ Created at UWA

Mark Cassidy

Maritime Reporter and
MarineNews
International Crewing and
Recruitment
VEOOZ

Mark Randolph

UWA-EMI News

Mark Cassidy

Fugro creates ‘Fugro Chair in Geotechnics’ at UWA
‘Fugro Chair in Geotechnics’ Created at UWA

Mark Randolph

UWA media release

EMI welcomes appointment of Professor Mark Randolph
to Fugro Chair in Geotechnics
Mark Randolph appointed Fugro Chair in Geotechnics

Mark Randolph

Offshore Shipping Online

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Hydro International

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Asian Oil and Gas

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Subsea World News

Fugro Appoints Chair in Geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Maritime Professional

Fugro Names Randolph as UWA Geotechnics Chair

Mark Randolph

Offshore Energy Today

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Shale Markets

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Petroleum News Review

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Weekend West, Perth

Movers and shakers – Mark Randolph

Mark Randolph

OTP Suppliers

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Petroleum News Review

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

New Civil Engineer

Fugro names chair in geotechnics at UWA

Mark Randolph

Randolph inaugural Fugro geotechnics chair

O-Tube award

Business News Western
Australia
Prospect Magazine

O-Tube research group

UWA media statement

Cutting edge pipeline research wins innovation medal

O-Tube research group

The Australian Pipeliner

UWA wins innovation medal for pipeline research

O-Tube research group

The West Australian

Gas giant helping preserve fragile island

Scott Draper

N/A

Scott Draper

Scottish Parliament Official
Report
The Scotsman

Tidal turbines could power nearly half of Scotland

Susan Gourvenec

SPE News

Going mobile with offshore foundations

Susan Gourvenec

Oil and Gas Australia

Industry needs underpin pioneering research

Susan Gourvenec

Oil and Gas Australia

Efficiency the best innovation for industry

Susan Gourvenec

The Conversation

Mobile foundations: The key to unlocking offshore reserves

Susan Gourvenec

Oil and Gas Australia

Susan Gourvenec

Uniview 33(1) Autumn 2014

World-class research: UWA investigates potential for mobile
foundations
Unlocking remote resources

Susan Gourvenec

Offshore Engineer

Mobilising subsea foundations

Susan Gourvenec

EMI newsletter

Susan Gourvenec

UWA-EMI news item

World-first testing of new subsea mobile foundation technology
at UWA
Pushing the boundaries in subsea foundation design

Susan Gourvenec

ABC News website

Xiaojun Li

UWA media release
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WA research wins top gong

Project underway to improve construction of deep sea oil and
gas pipelines for remote fields
Xiaojun Li invited to attend GYSS@one-north

Awards and
graduations
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Awards and graduations
2014 ICE David Hislop award
COFS’s researchers Kok Kuen Lee (COFS’ PhD graduate
and now at Fugro Advanced Geomechanics), Mark
Cassidy and Mark Randolph received the 2014 David
Hislop Award from the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE).
Their paper “Bearing capacity on sand overlying clay soils,”
published in Géotechnique was selected by the ICE award
panel as the best offshore engineering paper in 2013.
Figure 54: UWA researchers and STABLEpipe JIP participants receiving
the AIRG Medal.

Australasian Industrial Research Group
(AIRG) Medal
UWA researchers from COFS and the School of Civil,
Environmental and Mining Engineering won the 2014
AIRG Medal for Australasian Major Industry Technological
Innovation in February 2014 (Figure 54). The award was
presented for the development of the O-Tube program and
the STABLEpipe Joint Industry Project.
The STABLEpipe JIP participants are Woodside Energy
Ltd, Chevron Australia Pty Ltd, Wood Group Kenny Pty Ltd,
Atteris Pty Ltd and a UWA team including Liang Cheng,
David White, Scott Draper and Hongwei An. The JIP is
focussed on improving the design of subsea pipelines,
minimising the multi-billion dollar stabilisation costs. Within
STABLEpipe, the O-Tube program has developed new
techniques to assess the stability of both the pipeline
and the seabed. The program outcomes have led to
massive project cost savings including the life extension
of one of Australia’s most important pipeline assets – the
trunkline from the North West Shelf Venture gas plant
on the Burrup Peninsula to the North Rankin A platform
offshore. The program is a great demonstration of industryacademia collaboration with successful translation of the
research outcome.

Figure 55: (a) Kok Kuen (KK) Lee and Mark Randolph at the ICE award
ceremony; (b) Mark Randolph, Mark Cassidy and KK Lee showcasing
their work at the UWA Drum Centrifuge.
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Double awards from Canadian
Geotechnical Journal: RM Quigley Award
and Honourable Mention

Finalist in the Australian Innovation
Challenge

Figure 56: Zack Westgate receiving the 2014 R.M. Quigley Award.

Figure 57: Conleth O’Loughlin with the DEPLA.

COFS’ researchers were recognised through two
awards presented at the annual meeting of the Canadian
Geotechnical Society, in Regina Canada (Figure 56). Two
COFS-authored papers were given the RM Quigley Award
for the best paper published in 2013 in the Canadian
Geotechnical Journal, and an RM Quigley Honourable
Mention as runner-up in this competition. The papers were
lead-authored by COFS PhD graduates, Zack Westgate
(now at Fugro GeoConsulting Inc., Houston) and Divya
Mana and co-authored by their supervisors Professors
Mark Randolph, Susan Gourvenec and David White. These
awards highlight the quality of COFS’ research – it is rare
for two papers from the same institution to gain top annual
ranking in the same journal.

COFS’ researcher, Conleth O’Loughlin (Figure 57) was one
of the five finalists in the Australian Innovation Challenge.
Conleth was nominated for his leading role in the
development of the dynamically embedded plate anchor, or
DEPLA. The DEPLA is a hybrid which requires no external
energy source or mechanical operation for installation,
and is able to sustain significant vertical load. The anchor
is designed for use in water more than 500m deep and is
cheaper to fabricate and deploy than conventional anchors.
The rights to the anchor has been sold to Vryhof Anchors,
of The Netherlands with full-scale prototype tests in plan.

As well as the academic recognition of these awards,
the research has had impact in industry. Zack’s paper,
entitled “Modelling the embedment process during pipelaying on fine-grained soils” has led to new methods for
assessing the embedment behaviour of subsea pipelines
that are used widely in industry. Meanwhile, Divya’s
paper, entitled “Experimental investigation of reverse end
bearing of offshore shallow foundations” has led to design
tools that are already being applied to assess potential
anchoring systems for large floating oil and gas platforms
offshore Australia.
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Vice-Chancellor’s Mid-Career
Research Award

Figure 58: Susan Gourvenec (centre) pictured with other award winners.

COFS’ researcher, Susan Gourvenec was awarded
one of the Vice-Chancellor’s Mid-Career Research
Awards for distinguished achievement in research in the
engineering field (Figure 58). Susan is recognised for
her research achievements in seabed engineering with
particular interests in optimisation of foundations for
floating facilities and subsea infrastructure. Outcomes
from Susan’s research have been applied in engineering
practice in Australia and overseas and are referenced in
international design guidelines. Susan’s research findings
are disseminated to undergraduates, postgraduates and
industry personnel through her co-ordination and delivery of
specialist courses in offshore geotechnics and co-authored
text book with Mark Randolph ’Offshore Geotechnical
Engineering’. Susan also writes for The Conversation.

of Fluids and Structures and co-authored with Jianmin
Yang, Zhiqiang Hu and Longbin Tao. In the paper, a reliable
numerical model is set up to contribute in maximising sideby-side (SBS) offloading operability for FLNG facilities. The
developed model overcomes the challenges in coupling
multi-body motions and mooring dynamics, with a reliable
damping level introduced for vessel motions. The study
aligns with an emerging need for FLNG expertise and is of
high academic value.
Shiaohuey Chow received a special commendation for
her paper ‘Soil strength estimation and pore pressure
dissipation for free-fall piezocone in soft clay’, published in
Géotechnique and co-authored with Conleth O’Loughlin
and Mark Randolph. The paper proposes an improved
interpretation of free-fall piezocones (FFP) to estimate
the soil undrained shear strength and coefficient of
consolidation, derived from centrifuge modelling of FFPs in
soft clay. The improved approach accounts for the differing
shear strain rate effects for FFP tip and shaft resistances,
and extends the current interpretation method to include
dissipation of the excess pore water pressure.

ECM Faculty Teaching and
Learning Awards

2014 UWA Early Career Researcher
Best Publication Award

Figure 60: Cristina Vulpe.

Figure 59: Wenhua Zhao (left) Shiaohuey Chow (right).

COFS’ researchers, Wenhua Zhao and Shiaohuey Chow
(Figure 59) have been recognised in the UWA Early
Career Researcher Best Publication Awards. The awards
are designed to acknowledge outstanding research
accomplishments by Early Careers Researchers. Wenhua
Zhao received the 2014 UWA Early Career Researcher
Best Publication Award for his paper entitled “Prediction of
hydrodynamic performance of an FLNG system in side-byside offloading operation” that is published in the Journal
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COFS’ researcher, Cristina Vulpe (Figure 60) received
a nomination for the Teaching and Learning Awards for
Research Supervision from the Faculty of Engineering,
Computing and Mathematics. The nomination recognises
her contribution to research supervision of undergraduate
students. The outcome of her work with Honours students
has led to two peer-review international journal papers.
In 2014, UWA was represented at the inaugural annual
Engineers Australia WA Structures Panel University Night by
a student working under Cristina and Susan Gourvenec’s
supervision to present to an industry audience his final year
thesis project on the effect of embedment on consolidated
undrained capacity of skirted foundations in soft clay
subjected to planar loading.

Outreach for Engineers Specialty Forum
Scholarships (OMAE 2014)

Best Presentation at 2014 Oceans Institute
Postgraduate Conference, UWA

Figure 61: Cristina Vulpe and PhD student Mike Cocjin, pictured with
other participants of the 2014 Outreach for Engineers Specialty Forum.
Figure 63: Michael Cocjin.

COFS’ researcher Cristina Vulpe and PhD Student
Michael Cocjin were awarded the Outreach for Engineers
Specialty Forum Scholarships during the 2014 International
Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Artic Engineering
held in San Francisco, USA on 8-13 June 2014 (Figure 61).
As scholarship recipients, they were able to participate
in a colloquium organised by the International Petroleum
Technology Institute (IPTI) featuring talks from industry
experts on a broad range of topics, tailored to students
and early professionals in the field. Cristina also received
a registration fee waiver and an additional travel subsidy
totaling $1,000 USD.

COFS’ PhD Student, Michael Cocjin’s (Figure 63)
presentation about his PhD work entitled “Mobile
foundations: Unlocking Australia’s ‘stranded’ gas,” was
awarded one of the top 3 best presentations during the
2014 Oceans Institute Postgraduate Conference held on 16
October 2014 at UWA.

3MT Competition Winners at 2014
CGSE Workshop

Best Poster Award at the National
Workshop on Transport and Energy
Infrastructure

Figure 64: John Morton and Cathal Colreavy pictured with other winners
at the 3MT Competition.

Figure 62: Colm O’Beirne receiving his award from Professor Masayuki
Hyodo of Yamaguchi University, Japan.

The COFS poster ‘Geotechnical Performance of
Dynamically Installed Anchors in Soft Clay’ by Colm
O’Beirne, Conleth O’Loughlin and Christophe Gaudin was
a joint winner for the best poster award at the National
Workshop on Transport and Energy Infrastructure on 19
November 2014 (Figure 62).

COFS’ PhD Students, John Morton won the 3MT
Competition and Cathal Colreavy received the People’s
Choice award at the 2014 CGSE Workshop held at Port
Stephens, NSW on 9 to 11 December 2014 (Figure 64).
John Morton received the prize for his presentation
entitled “Assessing the undrained shear strength with an
instrumented freefall sphere”. Cathal was awarded for his
presentation entitled “Piezoball dissipation testing at Ballina
site”, which illustrated some of the advantages of piezoball
dissipation testing over the traditional piezocone test.
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Australia-China Natural Gas Technology
Partnership Top-Up Scholarship

Society for Underwater Technology
Scholarship

Figure 65 (left) Xiaojun Li and (right) Jingbin Zheng.

Figure 66: Simon Leckie.

COFS’ PhD students, Xiaojun Li and Jingbin Zheng (Figure
65) were awarded top-up scholarships from the AustraliaChina Natural Gas Technology Partnership Fund. The
scholarships are provided by the Australian and Western
Australian Governments and the North West Shelf Joint
Venture Partners, to PhD students who undertake research
in LNG or Natural Gas Technologies, or in initiative fields
that are consistent with the Fund objectives. Xiaojun Li
was awarded the scholarship for his work on retrieval of
deep-water mudmat foundations and Jingbin Zheng for his
work involving numerical modelling of spudcan and cone
penetration in multi-layer soils.

COFS’ PhD student Simon Leckie (Figure 66) was awarded
a Society for Underwater Technology (SUT) Educational
Support Fund Scholarship. The scholarship provides
financial support towards Simon’s studies along with free
attendance at a range of SUT training courses. Simon was
awarded the scholarship for his ongoing work on scour and
sediment transport around offshore pipelines.

Graduations
PhD Thesis

by

Supervisors

Where they are now

Development and optimisation of novel
steel piled foundation solutions

Shinji Taenaka

Dave White
Mark Randolph

Nippon Steel and Sumitomo
Metal Corporation, Japan

Novel methods for characterising pipe-soil
interaction forces in situ in deep water

Yue Yan

Dave White
Mark Randolph

Tianjin University
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Publications
Books
Gaudin C, White DJ Eds. (2014).
Physical Modelling in Geotechnics.
Proceedings of the 8th International
Conference on Physical Modelling
in Geotechnics. Leiden, The
Netherlands, CRC Press/Balkema.
Cheng L, Draper S, An H Eds. (2014).
Scour and Erosion. Proceedings of the
7th International Conference on Scour
and Erosion, Leiden, The Netherlands,
CRC Press/Balkema.

Journals
Adcock TAA, Draper S (2014).
Power extraction from tidal channels –
Multiple tidal constituents, compound
tides and overtides. Renewable
Energy, 63, 797-806.
Adcock TAA, Draper S, Houlsby
GT, Borthwick AG, Serhadhoğlu
(2014). Tidal stream power in the
Pentland Firth – Long-term variability,
multiple constituents and capacity
factor. Proceedings of the Institution
of Mechanical Engineers, Part A:
Journal of Power and Energy, 228(8),
854‑861.
Ali A, Huang J, Lyamin AV, Cassidy
MJ, Li JH (2014). Simplified
quantitative risk assessment of rainfallinduced landslides modelled by infite
slopes. Engineering Geology, 179,
102-106.
Ali A, Huang J, Lyamin AV, Sloan
SW, Cassidy MJ (2014). Boundary
effects of rainfall-induced landslides.
Computers and Geotechnics, 61,
341-354.
Cassidy MJ, Gaudin C, Bates L,
Indraratna B, Nimbalkar S, O’Loughlin
CD, White DJ, Sloan SW (2014).
Advancing Australia’s facilities for
physical modelling in geotechnics.
Australian Geomechanics, 49(4), 3-12.
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Chatterjee S, Gourvenec S, White
DJ (2014). Assessment of the
consolidated breakout response of
partially embedded seabed pipelines.
Géotechnique, 64(5), 391 –399.

Draper S, Adcock TAA, Borthwick
AGL, Houlsby GT (2014). A note on
the power potential of tidal currents
in channels. International Journal of
Marine Energy, 6, 1-17.

Chatterjee S, Mana DSK, Gourvenec
S, Randolph MF (2014). Large
deformation numerical modeling of
the short-term compression and
uplift capacity of offshore shallow
foundations. Journal of Geotechnical
and Geoenvironmental Engineering,
140(3), 04013021.

Draper S, Adcock TAA, Borthwick
AGL, Houlsby GT (2014). An electrical
analogy for the Pentland Firth tidal
stream power resource. Proceedings
of The Royal Society A: Mathematical,
Physical and Engineering Sciences,
470(2161), 20130207.

Chatterjee S, Randolph MF, White
DJ (2014). A parkable piezoprobe for
measuring cv at shallow depths for
offshore design. Géotechnique, 64(1),
83-88.
Chow SH, Airey DW (2014). Free
falling penetrometers: A laboratory
investigation in clay. Journal of
Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental
Engineering, 140(1), 201-214.
Chow SH, O’Loughlin CD, Randolph
MF (2014). Soil strength estimation
and pore pressure dissipation for
free-fall piezocone in soft clay.
Géotechnique, 64(10), 817-827.
Ciancio D, Beckett CTS, Carraro
JAH (2014). Optimum lime content
identification for lime-stabilised
rammed earth. Construction and
Building Materials, 53, 59-65.
Cocjin M, Gourvenec S, White DJ,
Randolph MF (2014). Tolerably mobile
subsea foundations – observations of
performance. Géotechnique, 64(11),
895-909.
Cox JA, O’Loughlin CD, Cassidy MJ,
Bhattacharya S, Gaudin C, Bienen B
(2014). Centrifuge study on the cyclic
performance of caisson foundations in
sand. International Journal of Physical
Modelling in Geotechnics,14(4),
99‑115.

Draper S, Adcock TAA, Borthwick
AGL, Houlsby GT (2014). Estimate of
the tidal stream power resource of the
Pentland Firth. Renewable Energy, 63,
650-657.
Draper S, Nishino T (2014). Centred
and staggered arrangements of tidal
turbines. Journal of Fluid Mechanics,
739, 72-93.
Feng X, Gourvenec S, Randolph
MF (2014). Optimal skirt spacing for
subsea mudmats under loading in six
degrees of freedom. Applied Ocean
Research, 48, 10-20.
Feng X, Randolph MF, Gourvenec
S, Wallerand R (2014). Design
approach for rectangular mudmats
under fully three-dimensional loading.
Géotechnique, 64(1), 51-63.
Fu D, Bienen B, Gaudin C, Cassidy MJ
(2014). Undrained capacity of a hybrid
subsea skirted mat with caissons
under combined loading. Canadian
Geotechnical Journal. 51(8), 934-949.
Gaudin C, O’Loughlin CD, Randolph
MF, Cassidy MJ, Wang D, Tian Y,
Hambleton JP, Merifield RS (2014).
Advances in offshore and onshore
anchoring solutions. Australian
Geomechanics Journal, 49(4), 59-71.
Gourvenec S, Feng X (2014). Frontiers
in deepwater geotechnics: optimising
geotechnical design of subsea
foundations. Australian Geomechanics
Journal, 49(4), 77-96.

Gourvenec S, Vulpe C, Murthy TG
(2014). A method for predicting the
consolidated undrained bearing
capacity of shallow foundation.
Géotechnique, 64(3), 215-225.
Gourvenec S, Vulpe C, Murthy TG
(2014). Corrigendum to “A method
for predicting the consolidated
undrained bearing capacity of shallow
foundation” [Géotechnique, 64 (3),
215-225]. Géotechnique, 64(3), 247.
Hambleton JP, Stanier SA, Gaudin
C, Todeshkejoei K (2014). Analysis of
installation forces for helical piles in
clay. Australian Geomechanics, 49(4),
73-79.
Hambleton JP, Stanier SA, White
DJ, Sloan SW (2014). Modelling
ploughing and cutting processes in
soils. Australian Geomechanics, 49(4),
147-156.
Hossain MS (2014). Experimental
investigation of spudcan penetration
in multi-layer clays with interbedded
sand layers. Géotechnique, 64(4),
258-277.
Hossain MS, Fourie A (2014).
Rectangular foundations on a
sand embankment over mine
tailings. International Journal of
Geomechanics, 14, 04014054.
Hossain MS, Hu Y, Ekaputra D (2014).
Skirted foundation to mitigate spudcan
punch-through on sand-over-clay.
Géotechnique, 64(4), 330-340.
Hossain MS, Kim Y, Gaudin C
(2014). Experimental investigation of
installation and pullout of dynamically
penetrating anchors in clay and
silt. Journal of Geotechnical and
Geoenvironmental Engineering,
140(7), 04014026.
Hossain MS, Xue D (2014). Extraction
of spudcan foundations in single
and multi-layer soils. Journal of
Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental
Engineering, 140, 170-184.

Hossain MS, Zheng J, Menzies
D, Meyer L, Randolph MF (2014).
Spudcan penetration analysis for
case histories in clay. Journal of
Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental
Engineering, 140(7), 04014034.

Kouretzis GP, Sheng D, Wang D
(2014). Numerical simulation of cone
penetration testing using a new critical
state constitutive model for sand.
Computers and Geotechnics, 56,
50-60.

Hu P, Stanier SA, Cassidy MJ, Wang
D (2014). Predicting peak resistance
of spudcan penetrating sand overlying
clay. Journal of Geotechnical and
Geoenvironmental Engineering,
140(2), 04013009.

Li J, Huang J, Cassidy M, Kelly R
(2014). Spatial variability of the soil at
the Ballina national field test facility.
Australian Geomechanics Journal,
49(4), 41-48.

Hu P, Wang D, Cassidy MJ, Stanier
SA (2014). Predicting the resistance
profile of a spudcan penetrating sand
overlying clay. Canadian Geotechnical
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